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Ward Profile

Ward:

Population

Population estimates

Population density (person per 

square mile)

Gender No. % No. %

Males 4,346 49.1% 52,833 48.6%

Females 4,266 48.2% 55,903 51.4%

Age No. % No. %

0 - 15 years of age 1,421 16.0% 17,492 16.1%

16 - 64 years of age 5,351 60.4% 61,949 56.9%

65 and over years of age 1,840 20.8% 29,295 26.9%

Households

Households estimates

Average person per household

Area - Square miles

108,793

49,435

2.2

Whole Borough

0.8 315

10,820.5 345

3,984

8,857

Area Data

2.2

Ward - Northstead

Better Borough, 

Brighter Futures

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Northstead
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Your Borough, Your Say Data

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average Satisfaction 53.5% 64.4%

Very Satisfied 17.4% 16.7%

Satisfied 36.1% 47.7%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
20.0% 18.3%

Dissatisfied 23.5% 13.8%

Very Dissatisfied 3.0% 3.5%

Don't know / No opinion 1 1

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

77.6% 80.6% 53.5%

79.0% 80.2% 64.4%
Average Satisfaction

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead

Overall satisfaction with local area as a place to live

About your local area

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very Satisfied
/ Satisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very
Dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - Northstead Whole Borough Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

1 Clean Streets Clean streets 1 Clean Streets Public conveniences

2 Crime and anti-social behaviour Crime and anti-social behaviour 2 Crime and anti-social behaviour Crime and anti-social behaviour

3 Clean beaches Public conveniences 3 Public conveniences Clean streets

4 Public conveniences Clean beaches 4 Homelessness / rough sleeping
Waste and recycling enforcement 

e.g. fly tipping littering

5 Regeneration of the borough
Waste and recycling enforcement 

e.g. fly tipping littering
5 Regeneration of the borough Regeneration of the borough

6
Climate change / environmental 

sustainability
Household waste collections 6

Waste and recycling enforcement 

e.g. fly tipping littering
Car parking

7 Parks and open spaces Household recycling 7 Car parking Job prospects

8
Waste and recycling enforcement 

e.g. fly tipping littering
Parks and open spaces 8 Job prospects Homelessness / rough sleeping

9 Household recycling Regeneration of the borough 9
Climate change / environmental 

sustainability

Climate change / environmental 

sustainability

10 Car parking Car parking 10 Clean beaches
Maintenance of grass verges and 

grass cutting

What things are important and what think most needs improving in local area.

Most needs improving? - Top 10Most important? - Top 10
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Comparison of importance against what most needs improving - Northstead

Clean Streets

Household recycling

Household waste collections

Maintenance of grass verges 
and grass cutting

Environmental 
protection (noise, 

pollution)

Climate change / 
environmental 
sustainability

Flood and coastal 
protection

Clean …

Public 
conveniences

Sports and leisure 
facilities

Playgrounds / 
play areas

Food safety

Community activities

Car parking

Parks and open spaces

Cultural facilities

Theatres

Tourism information 
and adviceMarketing of the 

borough

The borough's 
harbours

Regeneration of the …

Job prospects

Affordable decent housing

Homelessness / 
rough sleeping

More new 
homes

Empty homes

Dog warden service

CCTV

Waste and recycling 
enforcement e.g. fly tipping 

littering

Licensing (taxis, pubs etc)

Crime and anti-
social behaviour

Health and 
wellbeing

Im
p

o
rt

a
n

t

Most Needs Improving
High

High

H
ig

h
L

o
w

Top 10

T
o

p
 1

0

L
o

w

Low

Low

H
ig

h
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Where £10 and 2 hours would be spent

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

1
A clean, green and attractive 

environment to be proud of

A clean, green and attractive 

environment to be proud of
1

A clean, green and attractive 

environment to be proud of

A clean, green and attractive 

environment to be proud of

2 A borough where all feel safe A borough where all feel safe 2 A borough where all feel safe A borough where all feel safe

3
Economic growth that benefits 

everyone
Vibrant town centres 3

Economic growth that benefits 

everyone
Happy healthy people

4 A vibrant culture and heritage offer Happy healthy people 4 Thriving and engaged communities Thriving and engaged communities

5 Vibrant town centres A well connected place 5 A vibrant culture and heritage offer A vibrant culture and heritage offer

6 A premier visitor destination A vibrant culture and heritage offer 6 Happy healthy people
Economic growth that benefits 

everyone

7 Happy healthy people
Economic growth that benefits 

everyone
7 Vibrant town centres Vibrant town centres

8 A good quality home for all Thriving and engaged communities 8 A premier visitor destination A good quality home for all

9 Thriving and engaged communities A premier visitor destination 9 A good quality home for all A premier visitor destination

10 A well connected place A good quality home for all 10 A well connected place A well connected place

2 hours available to volunteer ranked (highest to lowest hours)£10 to spend ranked (highest to lowest values)
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Comparison of how much money and how much time would be spent on the themes - Northstead

A clean, green and attractive 
environment to be proud of

Happy healthy people

Thriving and engaged 
communities

Vibrant town centres

A vibrant culture and 
heritage offer

A premier visitor destination

Economic growth that benefits 
everyone

A well connected place

A good quality home for all

A borough where all feel safe

S
p

e
n

d

Hours

H
ig

h

H
ig

h

High

High

Low

Low

L
o

w

L
o

w
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Total 

Value
Rank

Total 

Time
Rank

Average 

Score 

(out of 5)

Rank

Average 

score (out 

of 10)

Rank

A clean, green and 

attractive 

environment to be 

proud of

2.0 £138 1 48 1 4.56 3 5.2 3

Happy healthy 

people
4.5 £34 7 4 6 4.55 4 5.3 1

Thriving and 

engaged 

communities

8.0 £30 9 8 4 4.15 10 4.8 9

Vibrant town centres 6.0 £40 5 3 7 4.60 2 4.5 10

A vibrant culture and 

heritage offer
4.5 £43 4 6 5 4.51 7 5.2 2

A premier visitor 

destination
6.5 £39 6 3 7 4.49 8 4.9 5

Economic growth 

that benefits 

everyone

4.5 £56 3 9 3 4.55 5 4.8 7

A well connected 

place
8.0 £30 9 2 9 4.54 6 4.8 8

A good quality home 

for all
8.0 £33 8 2 9 4.44 9 4.9 6

A borough where all 

feel safe
2.3 £79 2 15 2 4.79 1 4.9 4

Good

Bad

Key

Comparison of £10 to spend, 2 hours free, importance and achieving the 10 themes

Ward - Northstead
£10 to spend 2 hours free Importance Achieving

Average 

rank across 

all 4 

questions

Lower the rank = higher importance, theme being achieved, high amount to spend and higher time available

Higher the rank = lower importance, theme not being achieved, lower amount to spend and less time 

available

A clean, green and attractive
environment to be proud of

Happy healthy people

Thriving and engaged
communities

Vibrant town centres

A vibrant culture and heritage
offer

A premier visitor destination

Economic growth that benefits
everyone

A well connected place

A good quality home for all

A borough where all feel safe

Importance Achieving £10 to spend 2 hours free
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Total 

Value
Rank

Total 

Time
Rank

Average 

Score 

(out of 5)

Rank

Average 

score (out 

of 10)

Rank

A clean, green and 

attractive 

environment to be 

proud of

1.3 ##### 1 584 1 4.50 2 5.5 1

Happy healthy 

people
3.0 £999 3 240 3 4.46 3 5.4 3

Thriving and 

engaged 

communities

7.0 £508 8 168 4 4.07 10 5.0 6

Vibrant town centres 6.8 £860 5 87 7 4.45 5 4.6 10

A vibrant culture and 

heritage offer
6.0 £490 9 152 5 4.23 8 5.4 2

A premier visitor 

destination
8.3 £483 10 63 9 4.18 9 5.3 5

Economic growth 

that benefits 

everyone

6.0 £940 4 105 6 4.45 6 4.9 8

A well connected 

place
7.5 £582 7 47 10 4.45 4 4.8 9

A good quality home 

for all
7.0 £616 6 67 8 4.42 7 4.9 7

A borough where all 

feel safe
2.3 ##### 2 243 2 4.75 1 5.4 4

Good

Bad

£10 to spend 2 hours free Importance Achieving
Average 

rank across 

all 4 

questions

Key

Lower the rank = higher importance, theme being achieved, high amount to spend and higher time available

Higher the rank = lower importance, theme not being achieved, lower amount to spend and less time 

available

Whole Borough

A clean, green and
attractive environment

to be proud of

Happy healthy people

Thriving and engaged
communities

Vibrant town centres

A vibrant culture and
heritage offer

A premier visitor
destination

Economic growth that
benefits everyone

A well connected place

A good quality home for
all

A borough where all feel
safe

Importance Achieving £10 to spend 2 hours free
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  There is a reduction in household waste collected and an increase in the amount of waste recycled

  Satisfaction with street cleanliness has improved and there is little or no fly tipping or posting in the borough

  Our parks and green spaces are well used, and satisfaction levels are high

  Our communities have a sense of ownership towards our parks

  There is a reduction in the mess caused by seagulls

  There are sustainable coastal and flood defences

  Buildings are high quality, well designed and attractive

  The use of single-use plastics in the borough has decreased

  We have reduced our impact on climate change

Better Places

A clean, green and attractive environment to be proud of

  Create a clean, green and attractive environment to be proud of

  Work to develop a more sustainable Borough, where climate change matters

We aim to create better places - Places that are vibrant, where people want to spend time, generating the right environment for 

economic, social and cultural prosperity

What 

success 

looks like:

Together 

we will:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

0.67 0.62 Worse 1.00 Better

8.51 7.65 Worse 26.8 Better

5.43 0.14 Better 0.80 Better

19.54 0.85 Better 2.20 Better

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

40.3% (2019/20) 35.3% (2018/19) Better

457.05 (2019/20) 503.06 (2019/19) Better

4.8 (2018) 4.8 (2017) Same

6.4% (2019/20) 5.8% (2018/19) Worse

14,445 (2019) 16,995 (2018) WorseNumber of garden waste scheme subscribers

Percent of waste sent for recycling

Residual household waste per household (kg)

Per capita CO2 emissions in the LA area

Percent of recycling waste contamination rate

Greenspace coverage, total (% of an area 

that is covered by green space)

Greenspace coverage, public parks and 

gardens (% of area covered by public 

parks and gardens)

AHAH Air quality domain 2017

Air quality indicator (2019 Indices of 

deprivation)
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Theme - A clean, green and attractive environment to be proud of

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average importance 95.3% 94.8%

Very Important 65.7% 57.5%

Important 29.6% 37.3%

Neither important nor not 

important
1.1% 3.4%

Not that important 1.7% 1.0%

Not important at all 1.9% 0.8%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average score (out of 10) 5.2 5.5

1 'no, not at all' 5.6% 6.0%

2 3.3% 4.4%

3 12.6% 8.7%

4 12.3% 10.2%

5 21.2% 21.3%

6 15.0% 11.9%

7 19.1% 19.1%

8 9.9% 12.1%

9 1.1% 3.7%

10 'yes, absolutely' 0.0% 2.6%

Your Borough, Your Say Data

Achieve this theme  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important / Important

Neither important not not
important

Not important at all / Not
that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within a clean, green and attractive environment to be proud of?

Ward Comment

Northstead You don't recycle foil- Why? Plant more trees? flowering verges/ roundabouts.

Northstead
We have lots of green spaces which I am very proud of and we look after our beaches. However, I am not aware of what we are doing to 

help reduce the impact of climate change, aside from recycling.

Northstead

We are blessed with green and attractive open spaces within our towns that are well managed by the Council Parks team. It is fantastic 

to see investment into the South Cliff Gardens. What I would like to see is better play and sports provision within our open spaces, just 

look at the success of Hairy Bob's skate park and the pride taken in it by our young people. Think BIG!... beyond mass produced metal 

slides and swings that lack creativity- natural play in Peasholm or a bicycle pump track at Filey Country Park? Giving our young people 

more and better things to provides societal benefits, health and well being and crime prevention to name a couple. Look to the National 

Park and Forestry Commission for ideas...  Climate change needs to be taken more seriously and great to see SBC have declared a 

climate emergency are committing to achieving net zero carbon. More charge points for electric cars and solar farms are a couple of 

things that could be explored. Would like to see more recycling points in public open spaces and our beaches, ones in our town centre 

were removed? If this is due to contamination then the public need educating on recycling, Keep Britain Tidy and the LGA have some 

interesting reading on behavioral insights in relation to waste and littering. it simply doesn't pay to give up.  Lastly, the biggest 

improvement in relation to this theme would be promoting green transport and improving cycle ways. The Cinder Track is in desperate 

need of resurfacing near the allotments at Northstead. We need a safe network of cycle ways to travel around the town on major routes 

that are segregated from traffic in busy areas.

Northstead Waste and recycling enforcement. Deter householders from using street bins for domestic waste. Dog free areas.

Northstead The town is a mess

Northstead

tackle dog mess which seems to be on the increase. People letting their dogs off the lead say in Northstead manor gardens, path from 

north cliff golf course down to beach and path alongside Alpamare to beach. Do something with the mess that greets all tourists at 

Peasolm roundabout /Sands. If the lido hadn't been filled in but had been restored to it's former glory with the addition of a glass cover 

what an attraction it would be 365 days of the year-an all-weather attraction something S'boro has always needed- affordable to all- 

unlike Alpamare Carbunkle.

Northstead Some small streets look like neglected slums.  Eg Clarkson St

Northstead
SBC are doing what it can with limited resources- lets prioritise as no matter what is on offer, there are plenty more places to visit that are 

CLEAN and look like its people are proud to belong there.

Northstead Reduce single use plastics. Cleaner streets - especially Dog fouling Whitby town centre. Improved recycling rates.

Northstead
Reduce air pollution - reduce traffic in Scarborough centre and the A64 queues  Drastically cut park and ride frequency  Displaying total 

lack of use at times

Northstead

Public open green spaces could be better looked after  - the opportunity of creating linear parks - walking routes thorough the borough 

should be taken, Park spaces need to evolve and serve modern needs not remain static and preserved - i.e Peasoholme Park - why no 

children's play area.  Also the Dell in Eastfield should have more focus,.

Northstead Prosecute more dog owners who leave their dog's faeces in the street, prosecute people who leave litter and fly tip  Cull the seagulls
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Northstead
Preservation of our green spaces in town is essential to our well being.  Our Council must prevent any "preferred developers" from 

consuming any green space available.

Northstead Pavements need to be more clean - free of dog waste and free of shrubs covering the pavements!

Northstead Pavements free of dog mess

Northstead Our streets are not clean enough, too much chewing gum, litter and dog waste

Northstead

More trees need planting in Eastfield,Barrowcliff and Ayton. All the other villages are tree lined.  Similarly, bushes, trees and daffodils 

need planting leading upto CU and Sports Village area.   Paths and signs need power washing, particularly in town areas.   More 

adequate seating. Disabled people or those who are elderly have no where to sit down in Scarborough town center following the 

instillation of the inch high seats that are not accessible.

Northstead More street cleaning including footpaths

Northstead More planting of trees etc to restore Scarborough to an even more pleasant place to live!

Northstead
More needs to be done about run down properties, that are just a dumping ground and the litter is disgusting as is the dog fouling, I have 

not once seen anything done about this - I have even taken dog walkers to task myself.

Northstead More greenery on entries into town on major routes

Northstead
More encouragement for mini- beach cleaners as people use the beach More litter picking of Cliff Gardens/steep slope etc (eg in North 

Bay)

Northstead More employees required to achieve above.

Northstead More employees and more volunteers to take on this work

Northstead More control of traffic and less green areas being taken up for housing etc

Northstead More action on climate change

Northstead

Make Scarborough a magnet for electric powered vehicles. Both private cars and public transport. Encourage the use of non polluting 

personnel transport  Encourage voluntary litter pickers, especially after windy weather. Provide large, gull resistant, litter bins. Preferably 

partially sunk into the ground so as to enable greater capacity with less footprint. Also ability for users to select recyclable options. 

Encourage all residents to look after a local area to help the council as is done in Peasholme Park, South Cliff, Trafalgar Square, Seamer 

and other places. Encourage Schools to adopt their local area and encourage their pupils to Keep It Tidy.

Northstead make people clean up after their dogs. we do

Northstead I could help more with recycling I wish the producers of waste materials would do their bit.

Northstead

Huge disparity between areas.  There are prestige parks that you walk through litter strewn streets or overgrown verges to get to.  Need 

to balance the spend on changing the vast number of flower beds and cut and tidy verges at the sides of footpaths. Stagger litterpicking.  

Tourists don't go home at 4.30.  Have a evening "sweep" of popular areas. Encourage takeaways to sponsor bins outside their location

Northstead

general area appears neglected some areas not maintained by parks dept for two years ie below old indoor pool/Burniston Road cliffs 

around Albert drive/Marine drive full of rubbish. evident some areas such as Valley Road are maintained immaculately.  Shelter Town 

Hall gardens in poor state most of seating in Borough require repainting - looks shabby.  broken seat Aquarium top for example.  Public 

conveniences should be open all year   No parking on Foreshore Road at all dangerous for pedestrians

Northstead
Fly tipping is a disgraceful crime and the main way to reduce this is for local councils to accept all waste, free of charge. Yes this would 

be expensive but then if fines and convictions for fly tippers were enforced then some money would return to the councils purse.
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Northstead Fine people who drop litter, both residents and tourists. The beaches are disgusting in season.  Better recycling facilities for visitors.

Northstead

Far more needs to be done to ensure streets are cleaned. Walkways such as from Aberdeen Walk to Wilko's, side of library to Row, 

alma Parade are often in a shocking state. Westborough re-paved at considerable cost soon became amass of chewing Gum   and bird 

droppings in certain parts. Several service roads in residential areas, have litter and larger items spoiling the place.  Can retailers be 

offered  a discount on rates for sluicing down pavements outside premises. Harbour Bar on seafront regularly does this. North Bay Cliffs 

need a litter pick, despite the difficulties of gradients.Dog mess a permanent disgrace.

Northstead engagement of young offenders

Northstead Enforce recycling policies.  I see a lot of overflowing bins which contain recyclable items

Northstead enforce littering/dog fouling - more promotion of personal responsibility, I am a dog owner

Northstead Enforce dog fouling better, sort out the seagull problem

Northstead Employ more workers

Northstead Dogs seem to be heavy focus but people dropping litter and fly tipping is under served below Castle walls North Bay

Northstead Do more for all streets/parks not just those in certain areas - Eastfield and Barrowcliff seem to have a priority.

Northstead Cleaner streets, especially main area i.e. town centre, Peasholme etc, more pride needed in council workers.

Northstead
Clean up areas that are not attractive or clean eg Eastborough Revitalised Town Centre Restrict late night bars that make some areas a 

no-go eg St Nicholas Street Retain the Parks department as they do a wonderful job

Northstead Bin day always leaves behind huge mess in the streets blowing around.  Bins in our area removed (after damage) but not replaced

Northstead better management of waste in the centre smarten the green spaces

Northstead Better cleaning/maintenance of beaches, seafront and parks during summer season.

Northstead

Beaches and parks are fabulous but dog fouling on streets is something that actually depresses me. The lack of care about this sends 

out the wrong message to visitors  Paths and roads in side streets are dangerous for those with mobility problems.  There does not seem 

to be much being done to promote reduction of plastic waste. The fish on South Bay is lovely but there could be more recycling bins 

along the front. Scarborough should be leading the way

Northstead
As previously stated, PRIDE IN THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE may be a good theme for the Council to consider.. Ask residents to 

attend to the stretch of pavement/footpath fronting their property and keep it free of weeds and rubbish

Northstead
absolutely more dog wardens and signage, its got so much worse, dog fouling all over.   Standing traffic causing more pollution, better 

and cheaper bus service and more buses on certain routes. Open park and ride with lesser buses, say 2 per hour in the winter.

Northstead A good tidy up of properties on North Marine Road
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in
Maybe - something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but it’s 

not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise something 

else 

Doesn’t apply to me 

Ward - Northstead 85.5% 7.2% 1.0% 0.0% 6.3%

Whole Borough 81.6% 11.3% 3.1% 1.5% 2.4%

Ward - Northstead 43.3% 7.1% 14.1% 0.0% 35.5%

Whole Borough 59.5% 8.7% 8.3% 2.7% 20.8%

Ward - Northstead 34.4% 45.4% 14.5% 0.0% 5.7%

Whole Borough 29.3% 38.8% 23.7% 2.2% 5.9%

Ward - Northstead 26.5% 51.5% 16.3% 0.0% 5.7%

Whole Borough 25.8% 45.1% 22.1% 2.6% 4.4%

What else are you willing to do to help with a clean, green and attractive environment o be proud of?

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead Improve public transport quality and frequency and work towards a traffic free centre of Scarborough air pollution essential to a green environment

Join a working group to put forward suggestions for North Bay Area

Maintenance of green spaces

My main local bug bear is the rear alleyways at the back of the town centre houses. When I moved in 15 years ago all the residents had a key to the 

security gate or " Alleygate" as it was called. In those days myself and other residents shared the chore of keeping the alleyway clean and free from waste . 

However over time and due to repeated leasings of certain houses, the keys are lost and the lock on the gate is broken. Now we have a build up of 

washing machines, mattresses and furniture in these alleyways which are a hazzard in the event of an emergency requiring access to the rear of the 

properties. I personally remove smaller waste items but I cannot manage the larger items alone. It is only going to get worse. What can be done about this 

problem ?

No

Nothing I could do regarding my own safety

The only reason its not for me is due to my health now I can't do what I did. I think Government should pass a law to manufactors to cease with all this 

packaging etc.

the garden waste system was a very good idea I purchased a brown bin when it first started but now we have to pay to use it so hence  I have a bin I do not 

use and I know their must be an awful lot in the same position..

What can be done to keep pavements free of dog mess?

We pick  discarded litter up on our daily walk

Would if could

Would be a friend of Peasholm Park and/or Dean Road cemetery

Comment

Volunteer in your neighbourhood to 

do environmental things?

Help with beach cleans?

Signing up for the garden waste 

service or taking garden waste to 

the recycling centre? 

Commit to recycle more, reduce 

waste and reuse what you can? 
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Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

As previously stated, PRIDE IN THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE may be a good theme for the Council to consider.. Ask residents to attend to the stretch 

of pavement/footpath fronting their property and keep it free of weeds and rubbish. I ALREADY DO THIS AND HAVE DONE SO FOR ALL MY TIME IN MY 

STREET

Beach cleans are rightly highlighted, but far more rubbish laying around in certain parts. The recycling plastic fish needs to return with at least 2 more, one 

by lifeboat end of beach and another on North Bay near the Sands.

Charging for garden waste is ridiculous.

Could we do something about public littering on the beaches. Well done about the 'bottle fish' can we have one in north bay?

Continue to donate to local charities, projects and associations

Cull the seagulls

Encourage family events where families do things for the community. Encourage School events where students do things for the community.

Get local businesses to sign up to plastic free pledges (Yorkshire wildlife trust have a scheme, working with surfers against sewage.... Ana Cowie at YWT 

is organising this)

I attended a meeting with Council colleagues to discuss a scheme similar to the schools environmental scheme aimed at guest houses.  Lots of good 

things were discussed and the local B&B community is on board but nothing ever came of it.  No further contact from Council so a waste of time for all 

concerned.  Ideas need to be followed through.

I am retired and I think you could improve on town
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 33.9% 46.9%

Very Satisfied 3.3% 7.6%

Satisfied 30.6% 39.3%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
27.9% 24.7%

Dissatisfied 26.5% 20.3%

Very dissatisfied 11.7% 8.1%

Don't know / No opinion 1 9

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

62.9% 51.2% 33.9%

67.1% 59.5% 46.9%

Satisfaction with street cleansing

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
/ Dissatisfied

0%
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 85.0% 81.2%

Very Satisfied 30.6% 30.0%

Satisfied 54.4% 51.2%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
10.6% 10.4%

Dissatisfied 3.5% 6.8%

Very dissatisfied 0.9% 1.6%

Don't know / No opinion 0 9

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

77.3% 82.6% 85.0%

79.6% 81.0% 81.2%

Satisfaction with household waste collections

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very
dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

72%

74%

76%

78%

80%

82%

84%

86%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 79.4% 76.8%

Very Satisfied 31.0% 27.0%

Satisfied 48.4% 49.8%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
13.4% 12.7%

Dissatisfied 4.1% 8.2%

Very dissatisfied 3.0% 2.4%

Don't know / No opinion 1 37

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

60.4% 64.5% 79.4%

63.0% 58.2% 76.8%

Satisfaction with household recycling collections

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither
satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very
dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 44.2% 40.6%

Very Satisfied 7.9% 5.5%

Satisfied 36.3% 35.1%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
35.3% 27.7%

Dissatisfied 16.9% 22.6%

Very dissatisfied 3.6% 9.0%

Don't know / No opinion 1 76

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

57.3% 50.4% 44.2%

61.3% 54.3% 40.6%

Satisfaction with maintenance of grass verges

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
/ Dissatisfied
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50%

60%

70%
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)
97.9% 85.3%

Almost every day 43.4% 26.3%

At least once a week 25.8% 31.8%

About once a month 18.4% 16.4%

Within the last 6 months 10.3% 10.8%

Within the last year 2.1% 7.1%

Longer ago 0.0% 4.3%

Never used 0.0% 3.3%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

84.9% 94.7% 97.9%

80.9% 81.9% 85.3%

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Parks, gardens and open spaces

Frequency of use

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a
week

Almost every day

0%

50%

100%

150%
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Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 73.9% 76.1%

Very Satisfied 25.1% 19.4%

Satisfied 48.7% 56.8%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
20.2% 16.4%

Dissatisfied 5.9% 6.0%

Very dissatisfied 0.0% 1.4%

Don't know / No opinion 0 55

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

80.3% 79.1% 73.9%

77.8% 72.2% 76.1%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
/ Dissatisfied

68%

70%

72%

74%

76%

78%

80%

82%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Together 

we will:
  Build a borough with attractive, clean and well supported town centres, with something for everyone.

  Vibrant and well visited town centres with a variety of shops, including independent retailers who are thriving

  Thriving local businesses

  Residents and visitors enjoying local town centres, which have good transport links and free public Wi-Fi.

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

5,031,429 

(2019/20)

5,222,679 

(2018/19)
Worse

12.1% (Jan 19 - 

Dec 19)

11.9% (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Worse

77.0% (2019/20) 82.4% (2018/19) Worse

97.9% (2019/20) 97.5% (2018/19) Better

74.8% (2019/20) 75.9% (2018/19) Worse

Food establishments in the area which are broadly 

compliant with food hygiene law

Percent of licensed premises that are broadly 

compliant with  Licensing Act law

Vibrant town centres

Visits (measured by pedestrian footfall) to the town 

centre

Percent of retail units not being used

Percent of market hall stalls and vaults let

We want out town centres to be attractive, clean and well supported with something for everyone.  In order for them to flourish, there 

needs to be a good mix or retail and leisure experiences, to suit all tastes and ages.

  Town centres which offer a range of opportunities for leisure including shopping, restaurants, and leisure experiences

What 

success 

looks 

like:
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Theme - Vibrant town centres

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average importance 97.3% 93.6%

Very Important 63.2% 54.3%

Important 34.1% 39.3%

Neither important nor not 

important
1.8% 4.6%

Not that important 0.9% 0.8%

Not important at all 0.0% 0.9%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score 4.5 4.6

1 'no, not at all' 13.2% 11.5%

2 6.3% 8.1%

3 8.2% 11.2%

4 19.5% 12.2%

5 23.3% 23.0%

6 15.1% 14.1%

7 9.2% 11.1%

8 1.2% 5.4%

9 4.0% 2.4%

10 'yes, absolutely' 0.0% 1.1%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important
not not important

Not important at all
/ Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within vibrant town centres?

Ward Comment

Northstead

The town center has gone downhill over the years. What with the empty shops , derelict properties above the shops look shabby.  The 

chewing gum on the pavements is terrible.  More notices for this should be provided.  The town center is not somewhere I would go to 

after dark, I have experienced groups of youths when leaving the Theatre, its intimidating.  Do we need more policing??

Northstead more events organized in shopping areas, if possible, financial assistance to small high street shops

Northstead Streets are too dirty

Northstead Sort out empty shops, drug and alcohol and homeless problem. Encourage more business to come to town. Sort out seagulls

Northstead Free easy parking If it was clean  Proper height seating  Community notice boards that are free to advertise on

Northstead
town centres need to be a place to meet and do, not just shop.  there need to be areas for children to play or do activities.  family leisure 

activities.  community events

Northstead Better control of litter including dog mess. Control of the drunk and druggies.

Northstead
Clean, no beggers in doorways, get empty shops filled, attract bigger names or more local smaller business with affordable premises. 

Penalise owners of long empty premises. Good quality entertainers.

Northstead
I enjoy visiting town centre. There is a very friendly vibe. The bottom end continues to look tatty despite the fact that the independent 

shops are working hard to lift the area.Empty shops could be used as temporary art spaces to exhibit work by community groups.

Northstead Deal with nuisance youths; stop drinking on the street; stop begging in the street; reduce homelessness.

Northstead

Reduce business rates and encourage local small businesses to open up rather than charity shops. Support local businesses to thrive. 

Increased public transport around Whitby and increase times the park and ride open to free up parking spaces in the town centre. 

Increased police presence in Whitby town centre Friday and Saturday evenings.

Northstead

Vast improvement is needed in this area and Scarborough town centre needs to adapt with the times. Small businesses should be 

supported better, maybe by reductions in business rates. It will be interesting to see what comes out the Town Centre Strategy. Let 

people in the know steer the way and look to successes elsewhere. No more vape shops please!  Scarborough needs a good sized 

town square and good to hear of plans to create one on Eastborough, although the entire site should be made into a town square-  

difficult I know with money but think of the uses and how vibrant it would make the area with a backdrop of our wonderful market hall. 

Christmas light switch ons, outside markets and beer festivals, seating on the periphery and an area for people to congregate, events 

space... Linking to Theme 1- cycle lock ups in town centres or cycle hire?

Northstead Try to help the homeless people. Try to involve them. Provide opportunities for resident to come together to do say a communal garden.

Northstead Higher quality business shop fronts, better quality shops, Safer and clean streets and more restaurants and entertainment.

Northstead Use the government grant wisely

Northstead
Bring back the drinking ban in the town centre. The first thing visitors see when they get off the train is a bunch of drunks outside the 

Rendezvous cafe and Wetherspoons. It fuels anti-social behaviour.

Northstead More people would use the town centre if car parking charges were reduced or abolished altogether.
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Northstead

Tackle absentee landlords, even compulsory purchase properties if nessacery  - The old Thornton's shop is a prime example.  Broken 

window theory here is very important..   Tackle anti social behaviour, street drinking, rough sleeping - employ some parking wardens as 

street marshals to do this.   Parking is overstated as a issue - basically people are too lazy to walk more than 500 yards and too tight to 

pay - but that's the same in any town centre.  Business rates is a huge issue - it cannot be right that BR is higher than rents - this has to 

be tackled in order to attract new intendants to the town centre.  Indipendants are key as the borough's retail stock is largely unsuited to 

multiples.  However anchor retail in the town centre ( M&S, Debhnanms, Boyes, Waterstones) is also very important too and must 

equally be supported.

Northstead

The town centre looks deprived of funding.  Empty units left to decay - fine owners for not looking after properties. They should be kept 

up to a certain standard, so if they’re empty at least they’re not eye sores.  More street decoration - flower baskets, street furniture, a 

nicer place to relax and spend time.  Better signage - advertise the market and old town further up the high street. We have lots of 

amazing independent businesses in Scarborough old town, plus heritage trail and sightseeing areas, but there’s no signage directing 

people to the “old town” Advertise local business offers online, eg eating out, events, discounts.  Have a residents loyalty scheme to 

encourage more locals to shop in town - this would also help businesses out of season... lots of local businesses offer a discount or 

freebies for showing their residents loyalty card

Northstead
Cleaner streets. Remove the vagrants in shop doorways. More police patrols on foot. Encourage owners of buildings/shops etc to 

maintain their properties better.

Northstead
make the town centre more attractive i.e. Bar Street signage requires repainting  Seating everywhere requires renovation and certain 

areas require enhancement with flowers

Northstead
Encourage more local traders in shops and markets. Promote business opportunities; promote the market hall. Put empty shops to 

other uses. Enforce litter policies. Ensure all bins are marked 'Do not feed the gulls' Deter gulls from town centre buildings.

Northstead

Town centre looks tired, with empty units.A lot of the character of the town and beautiful buildings have been lost over the years, it 

doesn't feel like there is a long term vision - and planning decisions seem to be to the benefit of individuals and not the town. It says a 

lot that the demolition of the old Conservative Club was approved by planning and only stopped when appealed by local groups. 

Developer originally said he couldn't possibly keep the facade because it wouldn't be financially viable, but the facade stayed and he still 

developed it - he can't have done it for charity, so this was purely personal profit over retaining history and something worth keeping.

Northstead
We are experiencing an internet shopping revolution and this will inevitably result in some contraction of the town centre retail scene. 

Feasibility of shop/property conversions to town centre residential accommodation should be considered, as on Upper Victoria Road

Northstead

Empty space above shops is fairly apparent and if it I sin your remit retailers should be encourage to convert to flats areas they do not 

require for storage. A stall-holder in market told us of the huge rates/rent they have to pay and how another business found a town 

centre shop cheaper to rent. Much better signage to market required, as is encouraging people to Eastborough.

Northstead

I see quite a lot of anti-social behaviour in the town centre, particularly in the late afternoon/early evening. This is generally caused by 

gangs of teenagers and there are also cases of people drinking on the streets. I have in the past called the non-emergency police 

phone number because of conflicts I have observed between these teenagers and homeless people.

Northstead

Encourage more businesses into the town centre. if business rates can be lowered initially surely it is better to have some money 

coming into council funds than none at all and and  an empty town centre. Whitby seems to have struck the right balance with many 

smaller shops and businesses focusing on the town's heritage. Perhaps something could be encouraged along those lines.

Northstead Do something about empty shops
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Northstead

Very difficult as most aspects are outside the control of the council. But Encouraging the community to look after what greenery there is 

and getting more 'gardens' in the town centre. Large planters could be positioned in front of empty shops. Art displays by art students 

and others could be a regular feature of our Town centres. Local schools could be encouraged to put on displays. Make the town 

vibrant. Make it exciting. Make it a different experience each time you go into it. Encourage different groups to put on displays.. Sailing, 

rowing, scuba diving, cycling, allotment growing, athletics, surfing, pensioners tap dancing, chalk drawing. Using the pedestrian streets 

or empty areas of the market hall.

Northstead
If stores are shutting down as they are surely it is because of their outgoing ie council tax or rent as if they are not getting the foot fall 

they cannot survive

Northstead Encourage use of closed shops

Northstead look at business rates

Northstead nice bars, restaurants and shops(independent ones) not so many flats full of wrong 'uns

Northstead empty shops need making more attractive

Northstead lower rent/rates for local businesses so there are less empty shops, advertise more

Northstead Empty bins so seagulls can't drag rubbish out. discourage people sitting in shop doorways.

Northstead Prioritise and clean up the towns main streets i.e Westborough, Huntriss Row (disgusting down there.)

Northstead Fill these empty property

Northstead gull mess all over town pigeon mess too

Northstead It's not how it looks it's how it really is Beggers and lager louts, drugs and robbery

Northstead Too many little issues to mention, but have brushed over them in themes 1, 2 and 3

Northstead More done in Filey and Hunmanby

Northstead One the Town Centre manager left meaning Malcolm Hull the town centre down hill at least he made things happen.

Northstead Advertise cultural activities more eg at the market. ( I get info from FB, but many older people don't)

Northstead Come 6pm the town centre dies. Try to make it vibrant till at least 9pm.

Northstead Need to help the shop keepers through business rates so shops do not close.

Northstead Lower rates in town ctr trial period Better low cost parking  Creating market square

Northstead Find alterative uses for shops and maintain empty properties.

Northstead
Aim to reduce all empty shops/beggars in doorways. The reduce litter and graffiti  More vigilance on dog owners and poo Make park 

and ride more user friendly for shoppers

Northstead Offer incentives and iniatives to develop new businesses, particularly targeting the <30 yr olds

Northstead If possible lower shop business rates, to help them in this day and age.

Northstead Continue to support the main cultural attractions of the Borough - even if they attendance/review is lower than described

Northstead Still too many empty shop fronts in town.  Reduction of rent/rates to enable start ups and better planning of type of businesses needed.

Northstead

Our once thriving town centre has suffered in recent years for complex and difficult reasons.  We need inspirational and genuinely 

motivated Councillors to take serious action.    Sympathetic design would help.  Example: a town square in Newborough/Eastborough 

would be lovely if carefully designed.  The idea  of student lodgings in that area seems to be the height of folly.  Better parking space 

could open up access to our Market Hall.
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

Ward - Northstead 92.1% 4.4% 3.5% 0.0% 0.0%

Whole Borough 85.6% 7.7% 3.3% 1.0% 2.3%

Ward - Northstead 93.7% 2.0% 4.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Whole Borough 90.1% 3.7% 2.6% 0.5% 3.0%

Ward - Northstead 79.2% 19.5% 1.3% 0.0% 0.0%

Whole Borough 75.6% 14.9% 4.4% 1.1% 4.1%

What else are you willing to do to help with vibrant town centres?

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead Shops could be open later than 4/5pm not just at Christmas time.

Perhaps have some fun, bright shops eg 'bring and take' shop in empty premises, with seating, etc. Looks less depressing 

than lots of empty shops. I would be prepared to do this.

Not a good choice of shops

There is a limit to what I can do but try my best

I think we will have to realise town centres are changing and the council should encourage more living accommodation 

should be provided both over the shops or converting the shops into affordable housing.

Think seriously about helping struggling retailers with rate/rent rebates.Lobby MP for a decent share of the magic money 

forest, the government seems to have discovered.

I support local shops and don't agree with traders coming in for fairs from outside area - takes away business from those 

struggling to make a living

Balance modern building with retaining what remains of the town's character features Support small local businesses to 

give more character to town and stop it being high street chains and charity shops.

Remember that Victoria road is also a diverse shopping centre and this should be more widely publicised.

Possibly deals for locals as can't always afford to eat out.

Comment

Eat out and enjoy leisure/cultural 

activities in your local town centre

Keep your town centres clean and 

tidy by not dropping litter?

Shop in your local town centre?

Empty shops need tidying up  No one in the Council knows what the other department does. You get passed from Pilar to 

post on the off chance you get through to the right person.
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Northstead

Northstead

Northstead See previous page on donating to local projects and improvements.

The Stephen Joseph Theatre is a huge bonus for Scarborough some shows have reduced prices but are still out of reach 

if on a tight budget - educate

If it was a more pleasant experience.  I avoid the town centre. Cull the seagulls! I avoid the town centre because it is not a 

pleasant experience, with drunks, drug addicts, shops closed and dirty  Cull the seagulls!!
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Together 

we will:

  There is a thriving culture and arts scene in the borough, with a variety of opportunities for all

  There are high levels of participation in cultural activities

  Our venues are established within the music industry

  There is an increase in guest numbers staying in the borough

  Our heritage buildings are protected and enhanced

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

597,161 (2019/20) 654,903 (2018/19) Worse

80,436 (2019/20) New PI N/A

659 (Jan 19 - Dec 

19)
689 (2018/19) Worse

Number of theatre attendances at Steven Joseph 

Theatre

  Build a borough with a cultural offer that enhances our Borough and creates a place where people want to live, work and 

visit.  Our Borough will host world class performances and events for our residents and guests, which will attract new 

visitors to enjoy our beautiful places.

The no. of visits to/usages of museums per 1,000 

population 

A vibrant culture and heritage offer

Number of visitors at the Scarborough Spa & Whitby 

Pavilion

Culture can bring communities together, attracting visitors and encouraging businesses to invest.  The borough has a rich and varied 

culture and heritage which enhances the area and helps creates a place where people want to live, work and visit.

What 

success 

looks 

like:
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Theme - A vibrant culture and heritage offer

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average importance 95.8% 86.2%

Very Important 55.5% 40.6%

Important 40.3% 45.7%

Neither important nor not 

important
4.2% 10.4%

Not that important 0.0% 2.5%

Not important at all 0.0% 0.8%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score 5.2 5.4

1 'no, not at all' 5.7% 5.9%

2 2.8% 4.3%

3 8.4% 8.7%

4 14.4% 9.6%

5 23.3% 23.4%

6 20.4% 16.6%

7 11.7% 14.6%

8 10.2% 10.8%

9 3.1% 3.8%

10 'yes, absolutely 0.0% 2.3%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not not
important

Not important at all / Not
that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within A vibrant culture and heritage offer?

Ward Comment

Northstead
Scarborough needs a good spruce up attracting businesses to come to Scarborough, would also increase visitors. Be quality Hotels.   

Possible creation of a new Museum depicting Scarboroughs past eg.. fishing and heritage, Scarborough was the first seaside town!

Northstead Better advertisement for events taking place in theatres and libraries

Northstead
Woodend is great but no links to other things on offer. No advertisement of local things to do. Limited very expensive parking.   

Accessibility for all should be higher on the agenda

Northstead
many activities I would like to do I cannot as I work full time. staggered working hours would help.  encourage businesses to flex their 

opening hours.  this may require childcare or activities to be open outside the hours 9-5 - encourage this.

Northstead

Stephen Joseph and the arts venues at Woodend, and Rotunda are awesome...but Woodend is not very well sign-posted. There could 

be a more contemporary and accessible approach to directing locals and visitors to cultural events. The market hall is a great venue 

and could be utilised more.

Northstead
Is this theme that important? Do people have a desire to connect and engage with their heritage? Would a Tate gallery work in 

Scarborough... I think not. It appeals to the few.

Northstead

This 'Big Dig' idea in May is a good idea, Need to address the fact we have no social/archaeolgical/ historical museum anymore (apart 

from Maritime museum. Where do locals and visitors go to see our heritage? nowhere! It's a pretty poor show that we don't have a 

museum. Use the Market hall as a museum venue-free and it might boost foot fall to market stalls and vaults. Lower rents in Market 

and have it bustling with stalls -a proper market. make market a regular music venue for local and non-local musicians

Northstead Bigger attractions and bigger stars

Northstead Tour de Yorkshire, Armed Forces Day, Goldwing Parade etc, and other events of national interest

Northstead More facilities for young people to get involved in theatre, music and writing.

Northstead

Scarborough needs a visitor attraction or attractions , that are unique to this part of the wolrd. We don`t need more theme parks, but 

we do need family entertainment and culture that is all year round. Scarborough is a beautiful place geographically speaking but just 

trying to attract the Bingo and Beer brigade wont make Scarborough a place of culture. Please dont encourage TV programmes that 

show this lovely town as a haven for brainless pub go`ers and hen and stag do`s  . Encourage people who want to learn about the 

history and our heritage.

Northstead

Cultural strategy for the borough, Joint marketing of all cultural venues. A town centre Joint box office.   Much of the cultural offer is 

expensive and beyond the means of the residents - A Scarborough Card type discount scheme would help address this.  Much of the 

culture offer exists in 'boxes' around the town - a joint venture / project  for example a re-imagining of the old Scarborough pageant 

could be a key way of addressing this.   Move the costival festival from a weekend in frozen February to a week in the middle of August 

and make it a real focus for culture within the borough,

Northstead
More shows and other events (such as Scarborough Sparkle) at the Open Air Theatre. More publicity for festivals and events at library, 

market, spa, OAT More support for Woodend, Rotunda and Art Gallery. A dedicated Tourist Information Centre.

Northstead See previous answer
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Northstead

Insufficient attention by the Council to local opinion on the destruction of iconic buildings in the Borough, without positivity on what is to 

replace.  An Observation Wheel, although only a 'temporary' measure, in my opinion, is a very poor replacement. How many people 

want to observe the back of the Town Hall or view the North Sea and harbour from on high?

Northstead

Although your predecessors were responsible for the demolition of "Futurist", this continues as a problem area. Any council that 

basically ignores the wishes of the electorate, and at great expense will struggle to get people on board. The lack of cinema at THe 

Sands is a continuing disappointment. There isn't a general, social history museum and I can't think of many towns the size of 

Scarborough lacking one. The are far more popular than Geology or Maritime.

Northstead I think there is a lot to draw people to Scarborough, from the castle to the Stephen Joseph Theatre and Open Air Theatre.

Northstead

Stop trying to turn Scarborough into a Blackpool type place. There is nothing wrong with that type of resort, in its place, but you need 

something different to stand out from the crowd.  Scarborough has so much Heritage and history that could be promoted and built 

upon and there would be many visitors who, if this was correctly marketed, would come and enjoy the experience. Many  

holidaymakers are now  looking  for more than just a beach holiday and Scarborough has the opportunity to offer them the best of both 

worlds.

Northstead

Try to encourage a retired fishing vessel to be permanently moored in the harbour and turned into a maritime museum. Encourage the 

art and heritage venues to come into the town centre with displays of their works. Encourage all the theatrical venues to preview their 

forthcoming attractions around the town with actual shows not just banners. Encourage local music groups to play in the town centre. 

Encourage schools to let their music departments ' light up the town's

Northstead Support our theatres both professionally and amateur

Northstead better support/maintenance of museums, turned your back on tour de Yorkshire, bad

Northstead
make more of the beautiful coast, countryside area. 1st seaside resort , attract more variety of people not just south bay arcade type 

stuff

Northstead pay more attention to scarborough heritage and use as tourist feature

Northstead cinema!

Northstead More parking

Northstead Update museums and seafront.  Interactive maps improved buses and trains.

Northstead more acts at open air theatre

Northstead Too late now but on the strength of ???? the Futurist should never have been pulled down ??? was ????

Northstead Advertising is so important. Perhaps more posters in the town centre. Leaflet drops from time to time.

Northstead Hard to say.

Northstead
Stop arguing in chambers and decide on important issues such as what is going to replace the demolished theatre on South Bay and 

sort out North Bay the old swimming pool site on the empty swimming pool is an eyesore.

Northstead Keep the town "open" after 3-5pm

Northstead Support bike race to encourage bikers and walkers to area.

Northstead Stop dithering about developments.

Northstead
Cultural Offers - more advertising - modest joining - entrance fee  Definitions Develop Futurist site with whatever is meant by "Cultural 

Offers" Open Air Theatre brings visitors, business and affordable to local people??  Or cultural or part of heritage

Northstead Heritage means preservation.  Destroying heritage by entrepreneurial activity must be reined in.
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

35.6% 34.9% 22.8% 0.6% 6.0%

31.7% 28.3% 29.1% 4.0% 6.9%

55.9% 23.7% 14.1% 2.2% 4.1%

50.3% 25.2% 16.0% 4.1% 4.4%

53.5% 30.4% 10.9% 2.1% 3.0%

45.3% 30.4% 16.9% 2.0% 5.4%

What else are you willing to do to help with A vibrant culture and heritage offer

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Sporting culture??

The tickets for a lot of local events - open air theatre are very expensive.

Free event in SJT and open days. My daughter enjoyed Treasure hunt in the town. More of these in the park, Italian 

gardens, oliver's mount etc. The display in the railway station room need such as a treasure hunt to draw people in. Not 

enough Scarborough heritage apart from bits here and there. Dinosaur coast organised hunts along beaches. Seal spotting.

I only shop local and support as many events as I can afford, being a tourist town I think locals do deserve a discount on 

events, as we are the ones whom have to live with the inconvenience and disruption that is caused, and our tax money that 

pays for the clean up afterwards, I think a good scheme would be a volunteer discount card, if we help with keeping out 

town clean and tidy - give a little thank you to us whom care.

More local music

Do my best

Do we still have a town centre manager. In the past they have done a good job. Nothing happens if their is no infrastructure 

to sow the seeds and help them to grow.

No

I would be interested in running creative writing groups in the new community room being built at Peasholm. This could be 

something to engage people from different communities.

Better public transport. Limited lighting for a night st bus stops. Nothing promoting local buses.  Stop park and ride bus and 

add to local routes. Offer free parking out of town.

Take part in local events 

and activities?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Comment

Contribute by supporting 

or joining local arts or 

heritage groups?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Support local artists and 

venues through buying 

tickets, etc.?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough
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Northstead

Northstead
Support and encourage any initiative which would build a large theatre/cinema on the side of the inexplicably destroyed 

"Futurist".  This would certainly enhance themes 5 and 6.....

SJT are working so hard to reach out to the community and increase diversity in their audiences.  I don't know how involved 

SBC are with them but should be more.  Coastival is good but maybe a little early in the year for tourists.  More publicity 

outside the Borough of what is going on.
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
38.1% 40.0%

Almost every day 1.2% 0.7%

At least once a week 2.1% 3.6%

About once a month 19.3% 13.0%

Within the last 6 months 15.5% 22.6%

Within the last year 21.2% 17.8%

Longer ago 32.2% 28.5%

Never used 8.5% 13.8%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

25.2% 33.4% 38.1%

33.7% 33.6% 40.0%

Museums / galleries (Rotunda, art gallery etc.)

Frequency of use

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 71.9% 63.2%

Very Satisfied 18.1% 15.8%

Satisfied 53.8% 47.4%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
22.7% 31.4%

Dissatisfied 4.1% 3.9%

Very dissatisfied 1.3% 1.5%

Don't know / No opinion 13 276

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

44.1% 36.9% 71.9%

50.3% 40.9% 63.2%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
/ Dissatisfied

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
63.6% 56.6%

Almost every day 1.2% 1.0%

At least once a week 3.0% 4.4%

About once a month 32.7% 22.9%

Within the last 6 months 26.8% 28.3%

Within the last year 15.0% 17.8%

Longer ago 16.0% 14.7%

Never used 5.4% 10.9%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

53.6% 41.5% 63.6%

44.5% 45.0% 56.6%

Theatres (Open Air Theatre, Scarborough Spa, Whitby Pavilion, Stephen Joseph Theatre etc)

Frequency of use

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 85.7% 72.2%

Very Satisfied 32.3% 22.4%

Satisfied 53.4% 49.8%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
9.5% 21.4%

Dissatisfied 4.8% 5.0%

Very dissatisfied 0.0% 1.3%

Don't know / No opinion 9 212

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

54.8% 35.9% 85.7%

49.9% 39.1% 72.2%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

100%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Better Lives

We want our borough to be a place where everyone is health, happy and active3, doing what they enjoy.

 People live for longer

 People stay healthy for longer

 Satisfaction with the local area as a places to live is high

 Happy, healthy and independent lives and lived by as many people as possible for as long as possible

 There are increase levels of participation in sporting activities

 Our parks and open spaces are safe, pleasant, thriving places where everyone can exercise and have fun

 There is a strong programme of educational events at our facilities.  Our younger audience is engaged

 There is improved wellbeing and passion for our borough

 People enjoy visiting our parks, gardens and open spaces

 People have a good work/life balance and improve health and well-being

 People are healthy, active and happy doing what they enjoy

Happy healthy people

 Good, affordable and accessible sports and leisure facilities enable people to be as active and healthy as they want to be

Together 

we will 

Build a 

What 

success 

looks like:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

79.47 77.18 Better 81.4 Worse

82.08 82.90 Worse 83.1 Worse

76.47 78.60 Worse 79.5 Worse

21.82 18.56 Worse 20 Worse

25.54 25.27 Worse 24.1 Worse

21.61 25.68 Worse 28.7 Worse

66.10 65.28 Better 63.7 Better

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

118,218 (Jan 19 - 

Dec 19)

138,997 (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Worse

20,339 (Jan 19 - 

Dec19)

11,445 (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Better

323,483 (Jan 19 - 

Dec 19)

427,657 (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Worse

1,224 (Jan 19 - 

Dec 19)

1,064 (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Better

73,590 (Jan 19 - 

Dec 19)

53,018 (Jan 18 - 

Dec 18)
Better

Obese adults 2006/08

Percent of people in very good / good 

health (2011)

Female life expectancy at birth (2013-

17)

Male life expectancy at birth 2013-17

Obese children in year 6 2015/16 - 

2017/18

Healthy eating 2006/08

Adults who are physically active 

(modelled MSOA estimates)  (2016/17)

Total number of visits (excluding spectators at Pindar Leisure 

centre

Total number of visits (excluding spectators at Scarborough 

Sports Village

Participants completing exercise referral programme

Total number of visits (excluding spectators at Scarborough 

Rugby Club)

Total number of visits (excluding spectators at Whitby 

Leisure centre
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Theme - Happy healthy people

How important

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average importance 93.6% 94.1%

Very Important 65.0% 54.0%

Important 28.6% 40.1%

Neither important nor not 

important
3.7% 4.7%

Not that important 1.8% 0.6%

Not important at all 0.9% 0.7%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score 5.3 5.4

1 'no, not at all' 1.9% 4.8%

2 1.6% 4.0%

3 7.4% 8.5%

4 12.8% 11.7%

5 36.4% 26.2%

6 22.4% 15.5%

7 9.9% 13.0%

8 3.1% 9.1%

9 0.0% 4.4%

10 'yes, absolutely' 4.4% 2.8%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this theme  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important
not not important

Not important at all /
Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within happy healthy people?

Ward Comment

Northstead We already have flexi working at our work - could anything be done to encourage a better work life balance for others?

Northstead Parks and opens spaces need to be cleaner

Northstead Good upkeep with parks and outdoor activities.

Northstead
Front facing staff look over worked and tired.  Increase not just the lowest paid staff but make the grading scheme fair. Iv seen a 

number of Council staff from customer first and finance in the food bank and queuing for debt advance where I work.

Northstead

Re-asses the cycle lanes - keeps a joined thoroughfare on routes but ditch the line marking that go for a couple of meters and stop.  

"Serious" cyclists are safety aware and prepared, leisure cyclists seem to use footpaths - possibly due to the inconcistent availability of 

cycle paths

Northstead Need to ensure that all areas in the borough are included in any beneficial aspects and not just Scarborough

Northstead
I think Scarborough offers a good lifestyle for majority of people because of access to beaches. Not entirely sure what council does to 

promote this in other ways . I've been here 2 years so just not aware- not really a criticism.

Northstead Perhaps make access to leisure facilities more affordable.

Northstead

We are blessed with green and attractive open spaces within our towns that are well managed by the Council Parks team. It is 

fantastic to see investment into the South Cliff Gardens. What I would like to see is better play and sports provision within our open 

spaces, just look at the success of Hairy Bob's skate park and the pride taken in it by our young people. Think BIG!... beyond mass 

produced metal slides and swings that lack creativity- natural play in Peasholm or a bicycle pump track at Filey Country Park? Giving 

our young people more and better things to provides societal benefits, health and well being and crime prevention to name a couple. 

Look to the National Park and Forestry Commission for ideas...  Climate change needs to be taken more seriously and great to see 

SBC have declared a climate emergency are committing to achieving net zero carbon. More charge points for electric cars and solar 

farms are a couple of things that could be explored. Would like to see more recycling points in public open spaces and our beaches, 

ones in our town centre were removed? If this is due to contamination then the public need educating on recycling, Keep Britain Tidy 

and the LGA have some interesting reading on behavioral insights in relation to waste and littering. it simply doesn't pay to give up.  

Lastly, the biggest improvement in relation to this theme would be promoting green transport and improving cycle ways. The Cinder 

Track is in desperate need of resurfacing near the allotments at Northstead. We need a safe network of cycle ways to travel around 

the town on major routes that are segregated from traffic in busy areas.

Northstead

tackle dog mess which seems to be on the increase. People letting their dogs off the lead say in Northstead manor gardens, path from 

north cliff golf course down to beach and path alongside Alpamare to beach. Do something with the mess that greets all tourists at 

Peasolm roundabout /Sands. If the lido hadn't been filled in but had been restored to it's former glory with the addition of a glass cover 

what an attraction it would be 365 days of the year-an all-weather attraction something S'boro has always needed- affordable to all- 

unlike Alpamare Carbunkle.

Northstead More employees and more volunteers to take on this work

Northstead engagement of young offenders

Northstead
Fly tipping is a disgraceful crime and the main way to reduce this is for local councils to accept all waste, free of charge. Yes this would 

be expensive but then if fines and convictions for fly tippers were enforced then some money would return to the councils purse.
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Northstead

Public open green spaces could be better looked after  - the opportunity of creating linear parks - walking routes thorough the borough 

should be taken, Park spaces need to evolve and serve modern needs not remain static and preserved - i.e Peasoholme Park - why 

no children's play area.  Also the Dell in Eastfield should have more focus,.

Northstead Some small streets look like neglected slums.  Eg Clarkson St

Northstead Fine people who drop litter, both residents and tourists. The beaches are disgusting in season.  Better recycling facilities for visitors.

Northstead More planting of trees etc to restore Scarborough to an even more pleasant place to live!

Northstead

general area appears neglected some areas not maintained by parks dept for two years ie below old indoor pool/Burniston Road cliffs 

around Albert drive/Marine drive full of rubbish. evident some areas such as Valley Road are maintained immaculately.  Shelter Town 

Hall gardens in poor state most of seating in Borough require repainting - looks shabby.  broken seat Aquarium top for example.  

Public conveniences should be open all year   No parking on Foreshore Road at all dangerous for pedestrians

Northstead Waste and recycling enforcement. Deter householders from using street bins for domestic waste. Dog free areas.

Northstead
As previously stated, PRIDE IN THE STREET WHERE YOU LIVE may be a good theme for the Council to consider.. Ask residents to 

attend to the stretch of pavement/footpath fronting their property and keep it free of weeds and rubbish

Northstead

Far more needs to be done to ensure streets are cleaned. Walkways such as from Aberdeen Walk to Wilko's, side of library to Row, 

alma Parade are often in a shocking state. Westborough re-paved at considerable cost soon became amass of chewing Gum   and 

bird droppings in certain parts. Several service roads in residential areas, have litter and larger items spoiling the place.  Can retailers 

be offered  a discount on rates for sluicing down pavements outside premises. Harbour Bar on seafront regularly does this. North Bay 

Cliffs need a litter pick, despite the difficulties of gradients.Dog mess a permanent disgrace.

Northstead
We have lots of green spaces which I am very proud of and we look after our beaches. However, I am not aware of what we are doing 

to help reduce the impact of climate change, aside from recycling.

Northstead
Clean up areas that are not attractive or clean eg Eastborough Revitalised Town Centre Restrict late night bars that make some areas 

a no-go eg St Nicholas Street Retain the Parks department as they do a wonderful job

Northstead Pavements need to be more clean - free of dog waste and free of shrubs covering the pavements!

Northstead More action on climate change

Northstead

Make Scarborough a magnet for electric powered vehicles. Both private cars and public transport. Encourage the use of non polluting 

personnel transport  Encourage voluntary litter pickers, especially after windy weather. Provide large, gull resistant, litter bins. 

Preferably partially sunk into the ground so as to enable greater capacity with less footprint. Also ability for users to select recyclable 

options. Encourage all residents to look after a local area to help the council as is done in Peasholme Park, South Cliff, Trafalgar 

Square, Seamer and other places. Encourage Schools to adopt their local area and encourage their pupils to Keep It Tidy.

Northstead Employ more workers

Northstead make people clean up after their dogs. we do

Northstead enforce littering/dog fouling - more promotion of personal responsibility, I am a dog owner

Northstead better management of waste in the centre smarten the green spaces

Northstead More employees required to achieve above.

Northstead Cleaner streets, especially main area i.e. town centre, Peasholme etc, more pride needed in council workers.

Northstead More greenery on entries into town on major routes
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Northstead
More needs to be done about run down properties, that are just a dumping ground and the litter is disgusting as is the dog fouling, I 

have not once seen anything done about this - I have even taken dog walkers to task myself.

Northstead I could help more with recycling I wish the producers of waste materials would do their bit.

Northstead You don't recycle foil- Why? Plant more trees? flowering verges/ roundabouts.

Northstead Pavements free of dog mess

Northstead The town is a mess

Northstead Prosecute more dog owners who leave their dog's faeces in the street, prosecute people who leave litter and fly tip  Cull the seagulls

Northstead Dogs seem to be heavy focus but people dropping litter and fly tipping is under served below Castle walls North Bay

Northstead Enforce recycling policies.  I see a lot of overflowing bins which contain recyclable items

Northstead
Reduce air pollution - reduce traffic in Scarborough centre and the A64 queues  Drastically cut park and ride frequency  Displaying 

total lack of use at times

Northstead Do more for all streets/parks not just those in certain areas - Eastfield and Barrowcliff seem to have a priority.

Northstead More street cleaning including footpaths

Northstead
More encouragement for mini- beach cleaners as people use the beach More litter picking of Cliff Gardens/steep slope etc (eg in North 

Bay)

Northstead Bin day always leaves behind huge mess in the streets blowing around.  Bins in our area removed (after damage) but not replaced

Northstead
Preservation of our green spaces in town is essential to our well being.  Our Council must prevent any "preferred developers" from 

consuming any green space available.

Northstead A good tidy up of properties on North Marine Road
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

77.0% 17.2% 0.0% 0.0% 5.8%

74.8% 14.6% 3.8% 1.5% 5.4%

29.1% 47.8% 15.3% 0.0% 7.7%

36.6% 39.9% 19.6% 0.4% 3.6%

15.6% 4.5% 13.2% 3.1% 63.5%

21.5% 6.5% 6.7% 2.8% 62.4%

What else are you willing to do to help with happy healthy people

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

I am concerned about lonely older people. I am trained, qualified counsellor with 20 years experience but i bet it wont 

happen? I am retired now so would be happy to volunteer my time. 'listening' rooms in churches and maybe cafes at regular 

times. More support for elderly 'locked in' people with poor mobility, which doesn't make them feel like morons! (not bingo) 

Tai Chi in the park, on the beach?

Retired

Just be there for others

In the present climate I feel none of this is at all relevant to me.

See above

Let's see the Councillors and Council Managers taking a lead and showing us the way to be greener. Leaders should lead.

We have as a  local area to try and make sure people are not left behind, especially the young feel they have a decent 

future, but as nationally inequality is growing and councils funding has been slashed , it is  a big ask.

No

The council needs to look at its self first, then the procurement of services (why don’t you incurs of the National living wage 

on all contracts) before preaching to others on Work standards. The Council building is so run down.

The ''looking in'' on elderly or lonely can be an opportunity for a thief with a different intention, this is a difficult subject

If your employer allows it, 

work from home or 

flexibly?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Comment

Eat more healthily and 

exercise more and help 

your family do the same?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Look in on people who 

may be lonely and give 

time to talk and listen?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough
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Northstead

Northstead Semi retired

Obesity is a major health problem - are there any provisions that are free for re education thus reducing huge future 

problems and those now on the NHS.
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
32.7% 32.5%

Almost every day 4.8% 3.1%

At least once a week 13.4% 14.7%

About once a month 1.5% 6.7%

Within the last 6 months 12.9% 8.0%

Within the last year 5.5% 8.2%

Longer ago 20.6% 20.6%

Never used 41.3% 38.7%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

38.2% 46.6% 32.7%

35.5% 39.1% 32.5%

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)
Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead

Sports / leisure facilities (Sports Village, Whitby Leisure Centre etc.)

Frequency of use

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Satisfaction 48.1% 49.7%

Very Satisfied 10.1% 10.2%

Satisfied 38.0% 39.5%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
35.6% 34.4%

Dissatisfied 8.8% 10.5%

Very dissatisfied 7.5% 5.4%

Don't know / No opinion 37 542

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

27.4% 33.8% 48.1%

34.0% 27.8% 49.7%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
dissatisfied
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)
24.3% 23.5%

Almost every day 1.3% 1.5%

At least once a week 3.2% 6.3%

About once a month 10.9% 7.0%

Within the last 6 months 8.8% 8.6%

Within the last year 14.6% 7.7%

Longer ago 15.8% 16.7%

Never used 45.4% 52.1%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 54.8% 54.7%

Very Satisfied 17.0% 10.7%

Satisfied 37.8% 44.0%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
33.0% 28.1%

Dissatisfied 12.1% 13.9%

Very dissatisfied 0.0% 3.3%

Don't know / No opinion 5 24

Satisfaction based only on responses that have used playgrounds in the last 6 months

Playgrounds

Frequency of use

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied
/ dissatisfied
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Together 

we will:

  Increased pride in our borough and our communities

  Engaged communities who feel their views are heard and valued

  A high percentage of local residents vote in elections

  Community empowerment to retain maintain land buildings

  Families of loved ones who have died feel well supported and cared for

  A vibrant and active voluntary sector, with a wide range of community groups

  Increased numbers of local residents participating in volunteering

Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

-0.03 0.02 Worse -0.0 Worse

31.73 33.67 Worse 33 Worse

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

1,928 (2019/20) 1,994 (2018/19) Worse

3,315 (2019/20) 3,788 (2018/19) Worse

90.8% (2019/20) New PI N/A

Thriving and engaged communities

Belonging: average score 

(2015/16)

Voter Turnout at Local Elections 

(2016-2019)

Number of Bookings at the Evron Centre

Number of Bookings at the Falsgrave Community 

Centre

Response rate to canvass

  Build thriving communities, where people participate in their local area, feel engaged and part of the conversation.  

Promote innovation and inclusion in everything we do

What 

success 

looks 

like:
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Theme - Thriving and engaged communities

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average importance 81.7% 80.5%

Very Important 38.2% 32.0%

Important 43.5% 48.6%

Neither important nor not 

important
13.3% 15.5%

Not that important 4.9% 2.6%

Not important at all 0.0% 1.3%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score 4.8 5.0

1 'no, not at all' 4.5% 7.0%

2 6.9% 5.5%

3 7.1% 8.5%

4 18.9% 13.5%

5 33.4% 28.6%

6 19.3% 15.1%

7 4.2% 11.6%

8 3.7% 6.8%

9 2.0% 1.9%

10 'yes, absolutely' 0.0% 1.6%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this theme?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not
not important

Not important at all /
Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within throvong and engaged communities?

Ward Comment

Northstead
Maybe a place for elderly people to meet that is local to them but it enables that person to socialise maybe for a couple of hours , so 

improving loneliness

Northstead More organized events for local people

Northstead

You do nothing at the moment.   Jo Ireland and her team try but lack a budget to actually develop opportunities for engagement. Eg 

produce flyers, posters or online content.  If they could help provide training opportunities for volunteers of local charities, better 

outcomes would appear, both for the Council, the residents and local charities.

Northstead

have an area on the scarborough.gov website where I can be linked to and contact my councillor and perhaps consider parish 

councils, so that there is a one step process to contact them.  Get my councillor to newsletter in this area to let me know what is going 

on - give feedback on meetings and how my councilor is actioning their pledges have an area for community groups on the website, eg 

south cliff gardens

Northstead As said earlier not to focus mainly on Scarborough

Northstead
I'm originally from York and pleased to say I've been impressed by all the free and low cost events for families. I think this should 

continue to be a priority.

Northstead This is a difficult one and one I think the council is out of touch with. It looks like positive steps are being made with this consultation.

Northstead
I don't feel that their is a community here in Northstead. I live in North Cliff Avenue. There's no where to congregate - there's no village 

hall type place. Maybe the Ivanhoe could be converted!!

Northstead More get togethersome with the local community

Northstead The survey is a good starter

Northstead
Sounds lovely but do the local residents want to be engaged ? In my experience they do not. The local community is either working 

hard to pay the bills or not working and some become vandals and exhibit anti-social behaviour.

Northstead

More Friends of groups, council to provide seed funding / leadership mentors, umbrella support for all the individual groups. Also links 

with other similar groups around the country to share knowledge and good practice.  Communities need to feel empowered to to take 

ownership of their own problems / opportunities.   Also identify and support young people developing leadership roles within the 

community.

Northstead
Get a central website with all events and local groups, advertise all local initiatives in one place so people can easily find resources and 

groups of interest

Northstead Lack of communication Ward Councillors unable to obtain accurate information from Council officers

Northstead Respond with a resolution when informed of issues.

Northstead I'm not really aware of anything going on in this area.So it's either lack of awareness / publicity or lack of activity.

Northstead

Is a thriving and engaged community one where the local cricket club benefits from the installation of a mobile telephone mast on their 

property without residents' consultation? Throwing nets down the back of the North Stand has merely moved the pigeon nuisance on 

to the local residents, causing a potential health hazard to some individuals.
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Northstead

I don't know how you overcome apathy and a reluctance to become involved. A lot of people, sadly live lives that are isolated, lack 

time, look after number1(panic buying at present time) or are just plain exhausted. I don't have any suggestions how this can be turned 

around. I volunteer for 2 charities that are desperately short of helpers. I regularly go to cinema, theatre that costs £10 or less and yet 

only a handful there. How do we get people away from their technology andout of their houses?

Northstead
I think this consultation is an excellent idea, however it is the first community engagement activity I am aware of. I also feel that the 

workshops should in the future be better publicised to encourage engagement.

Northstead
Make people feel more engaged and that their voice is heard and worth listening to. This has not been the case in the past with cetain 

Councillors calling us thick and others saying were are people whose opinions don't matter

Northstead Making people feel they are part of decisions and their views count

Northstead
Use the best examples from what is happening in certain parts of the Borough to open up interest from other areas where the 

residents have less involvement.

Northstead Encourage more organisations which work in the area

Northstead be more explicit in your aims and what you are doing already I have no idea

Northstead more for the younger community needed

Northstead Our local resident group has now ended, as a new comer to the area I now live in, I feel so isolated.

Northstead Could be more drop in centres for people living alone

Northstead Maybe a local young people children/ old people scheme.

Northstead Make it easier for people to report anonymously if they see something wrong.

Northstead
A thriving community is only workable if the community is interested we have tried everything in Gristhorpe at the Village Hall nobody 

wants to volunteer to help.

Northstead More groups for mental health needs

Northstead Local centres dealing with inactivity and obesity

Northstead No comment

Northstead
More engagement between council and community Focus on getting lower social income groups to want to engage and participate 

more in the community.  Making then feel they have something to offer.

Northstead Funded/subsidised exercise classes/craft groups etc.  A link between schools and community projects/care homes.

Northstead
Developing pride in the community by enhancing our in town environment - see other pages.  There are so many decent, kind and 

active people here and inspirational organisations - they deserve the best our new Council can give.

Northstead Again, don't know what SBC current does
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

27.8% 46.4% 17.6% 1.2% 7

26.2% 34.6% 29.6% 2.5% 97

31.8% 52.7% 8.2% 1.3% 6

35.0% 38.1% 19.4% 1.3% 84

56.1% 27.6% 12.0% 0.0% 4

44.7% 34.2% 14.5% 1.2% 71

What else are you willing to do to help with thriving and engaged communities

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead Something to bring together the growing European community with born and bred locals.

I currently volunteer and work with a national governing body of sport, so my available time is limited.

Mobility providers for getting old people to community parks etc.

I have spent most of my life volunteering I now my health prohibits me.

Why didn't you involve residents in the drawing up of this questionaire

Retired bad on legs

I already am involved as much as I can

I already do the above 3

Encourage Neighbourhood watch projects. I am a member of our local Neighbourhood watch but the project needs to be 

advertised and new members encouraged.

Have your say, let us 

know about issues we 

could help you with and 

tell us if we get things 

right/wrong?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Comment

Volunteer - at events, in 

the local library or other 

venues?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Get involved in your 

community?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Increase the number of small local business tendering for Council contracts
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
9.5% 15.3%

Almost every day 1.1% 0.6%

At least once a week 1.9% 3.0%

About once a month 2.5% 5.0%

Within the last 6 months 4.0% 6.7%

Within the last year 4.2% 7.5%

Longer ago 21.1% 17.1%

Never used 65.2% 60.1%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 48.4% 43.6%

Very Satisfied 14.8% 8.1%

Satisfied 33.6% 35.5%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
49.1% 49.7%

Dissatisfied 2.4% 4.9%

Very dissatisfied 0.0% 1.8%

Don't know / No opinion 66 877

Satisfaction

Community Centres (Falsgrave Community Centre, Evron Centre etc)

Frequency of use

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied
nor dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied
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Together 

we will:

A borough where all feel safe

  Build a borough where we all work in partnership to reduce crime and anti-social behaviour throughout the borough and 

ensure residents and visitors feel safe and are safe.

We want to develop safe and welcoming communities; communities where everyone feels secure, free from the fear of crime and 

antisocial behaviour, and the effects of drugs and alcohol misuse.

  There is partnership working across the borough to reduce crime; including serious youth violence, domestic and sexual 

violence, and hate crime

  Anti-social behaviour is reduced throughout the borough, through work with partners and local community involvement

  Public protection is effective, to ensure that residents and visitors are safe and that businesses are operating effectively 

to minimise risks.

What 

success 

looks 

like:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

53.53 43.49 Worse 20.8 Worse

45.52 39.82 Worse 29.9 Worse

Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

9,790 (2019/20) 9,013 (2018/19) Worse

3,010 (2018/19)

81.5% (2019/20) 78.0% (2018/19) Better

38 (2016/18) 40 (2014/16) Better

867.3 (2018/19) 703.2 (2016/17) Worse

49.2 (2016/17 - 

2018/19)
New PI N/A

66.7% (2019/20) 82.1% (2018/19) Worse

Percent of CCTV incident reviews marked for evidence

Killed and seriously injured (KSI) rate on England's 

roads

Hospital admission rate for alcohol-related conditions

Violent crime - hospital admission rate for violence 

(including sexual violence)

Percent of licensed vehicles that are broadly compliant 

with licensing laws

Total number of ASB incidents

Anti-social behaviour

Violent crime and sexual 

offences

Total number of all crimes
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Theme - A borough where all feel safe

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Important 99.4% 98.7%

Very Important 79.7% 76.2%

Important 19.7% 22.5%

Neither important nor not 

important
0.6% 1.0%

Not that important 0.0% 0.3%

Not important at all 0.0% 0.0%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score 4.9 5.4

1 'no, not at all' 8.4% 6.9%

2 12.6% 6.4%

3 4.5% 7.4%

4 12.4% 8.9%

5 18.2% 21.2%

6 16.4% 15.7%

7 18.9% 15.3%

8 5.3% 12.7%

9 2.1% 3.2%

10 'yes, absolutely' 1.2% 2.1%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not
not important

Not important at all /
Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within a borough where all feel safe?

Ward Comment

Northstead more wardens and police presence

Northstead More police on streets to help reduce anti social behaviour

Northstead Crime is clearly increasing. You can't rely on official figures alone. Ask the people. The town is suffering from higher crime

Northstead Although we all have a role to play, this is the polices job.

Northstead action needs to be taken to reduce/restrict the amount of cannabis use.  it's prevalent almost everywhere.

Northstead I feel safe here so not sure what more could be done...just keep doing it, please.

Northstead
Again, Increased police presence in Whitby town centre Friday and Saturday evenings due to rowdy groups causing trouble/ASB in the 

town centre.

Northstead
See previous comments, raise aspirations and create opportunities and you will see crime is reduced.   At present, Scarborough 

doesn't feel a safe place to live. I might add this is because of cuts- authorities are overstretched and this will come from Government.

Northstead
more police/community police visible. In some streets like mine the lights go off at 12am-I'm frightened to walk down as it's so dark. 

Plus the lighting now seems just for road users leaving pavements very much in the dark

Northstead More police on the ground and more safer community groups

Northstead Community policing Developing neighbourhood watch schemes

Northstead
More community police officers visible and on foot in their neighbourhoods. Not being put in vehicles to plug gaps in emergency 

response. Invest in good quality CCTV that actually provides good footage at night as well a during the day.

Northstead
As local residents we need to feel safe. Antisocial behaviour should not be tolerated. The police are helpful but busy. Street lighting is 

very important. Also youths often ride around on bicycles in the dark,with no lights or reflectors. They speed around and are a menace.

Northstead

Need to encourage locals to take ownership / address the brorough's problems. Street Marshals not traffic wardens. Broken Window 

theory Targeted policing for drugs / county lines - run them out of town.... The drugs problem is one of the root causes of most of the 

boroughs ASB.

Northstead
The police are great, but there are lots of druggies in the deprives areas of town... pubs with really bad reputations. I don’t go out on an 

evening in town centre as I know it’ll be full of drunks and druggies

Northstead More police foot patrols especially in town centre.

Northstead Too many drinking venues near residential areas

Northstead Improve CCTV

Northstead
Better control of antisocial behaviour in town and in parks - drinking, drug taking, groupe of people shouting etc in full view during the 

day in town centre, gangs of youths in Peasholm park on an evening..

Northstead I feel safe whenever I am out, even after dark, although you only have to look in the Scarborough news to see there are still problems.

Northstead
As referenced in one of the earlier questions, I think there are hotspots of anti-social behaviour, especially in the town centre, which 

need tackling.
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Northstead

Just want to feel safe and not be accosted in the streets by drunks or people on drugs or be worried about  family visitors when they 

are walking about especially in the evenings. It's everywhere not just the town centre.   A crackdown is needed on antisocial behaviour 

of All types throughout the Borough to ensure residents and visitors alike feel safe. More Police foot patrols may be a good idea. I 

know they are understaffed but their presence on the streets is both a deterrent and a reassurance.

Northstead A more visible police presence

Northstead

Encouraging all schools to address anti social behaviour. Arrest people for being drunk and disorderly and deal firmly with them . 

These people frighten me and restrict my evening entertainment. Very hard clamp down on the druggies. Clamp down on loud noise 

drivers speeding on local roads. I would think they have not informed their insurance companies about modifications so the police 

should do this as they will not be insured. This is serious. Try to clamp down on the drinking culture. It doesn't do anyone any good 

except those that supply the alcohol.

Northstead Support our dwindling police resources!  Support youth curfews more.

Northstead less hosuing of multiple occupancy in town centre more to tackle anti social behavior

Northstead more policing and reduce homelessness

Northstead do something about drunks and drug addicts in the town centre

Northstead More Police on streets and roads

Northstead not house drug addicts in private housing sector with council as guarantor lots of noise shouting etc not good

Northstead Bring police back on the streets

Northstead Feet on the beat - crackdown on abusive language and actions - much stricter controls and harsh sentances

Northstead More uniformed Police on the streets

Northstead More visible local bobbies- connecting to schools frequently.

Northstead Drug dealing is a major problem but not sure what more can be done.

Northstead Need Police back on the beat like they used to be.

Northstead More Police on this street

Northstead More Policing needed on the streets.

Northstead
The town is full of anti social behaviour, the town should enforce a zero tolerance to anti social behaviour and cull the seagulls - visitors 

do not feel safe!

Northstead Connected to theme 10 - the homeless occupying empty shop doorways need a centre for help and re-education

Northstead Ensure hostels are actively inspected and checked with increased levels of supervision for inhabitents

Northstead More Police on the streets

Northstead More CSOs to parade around the area giving a Police presence
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

Ward - Northstead 78.6% 15.8% 2.5% 1.1% 2.1%

Whole Borough 78.9% 15.4% 3.8% 0.5% 1.5%

Ward - Northstead 7.2% 20.2% 60.9% 1.2% 10.5%

Whole Borough 4.8% 17.4% 54.8% 4.7% 18.2%

Ward - Northstead 21.5% 51.3% 19.0% 0.0% 8.2%

Whole Borough 22.6% 41.5% 25.8% 2.5% 7.6%

Ward - Northstead 19.9% 43.7% 28.4% 2.9% 5.0%

Whole Borough 23.2% 39.1% 26.4% 4.2% 7.1%

What else are you willing to do to help with a borough where all feel safe?

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead As there are many things that I cannot do at present, I will continue to encourage local initiatives by donating.

Have to say.  All contact with local Police and PCSO has been excellent.  Continue to fund and support them to enable 

more Police/community interaction.

We do community events at our Village Hall which I have helped to set up being on the committee.  However people aren't 

interested they would sooner watch TV etc or go to the pub.

No

Perhaps a weekly report in the news paper and online?

Would love to but can't for health reasons

Drunk tanks so nurses don't get battered - Rehabs drink & drugs

I already encourage and volunteer in my church which is very important with social togetherness

Actually enforce rules, eg fly tipping, not having the right licensing, would improve this. Get the bad and dangerous out of 

the borough. businesses

Comment

Join or setting up a Neighbourhood 

Watch Scheme?

Help out with community events in 

your area to help build up a sense 

of neighbourliness?

Volunteer, e.g. as a Street Angel?

Report antisocial behaviour and 

environmental crimes to us?
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
4.4% 5.0%

Almost every day 2.9% 0.9%

At least once a week 0.0% 0.5%

About once a month 0.0% 0.6%

Within the last 6 months 1.5% 3.0%

Within the last year 1.1% 3.2%

Longer ago 10.9% 9.0%

Never used 83.5% 82.8%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

1.0% 59.9% 4.4%

3.1% 55.0% 5.0%

Dog warden service

Frequency of use

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 0.0% 21.3%

Very Satisfied 0.0% 1.9%

Satisfied 0.0% 19.4%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
20.3% 34.1%

Dissatisfied 45.6% 24.7%

Very dissatisfied 34.1% 19.9%

Don't know / No opinion 0 3

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

37.4% 24.9% 0.0%

42.9% 30.5% 21.3%

Satisfaction

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
68.2% 62.3%

Almost every day 7.7% 6.0%

At least once a week 17.5% 19.8%

About once a month 18.8% 18.4%

Within the last 6 months 24.2% 18.0%

Within the last year 6.2% 9.9%

Longer ago 11.8% 10.4%

Never used 13.8% 17.4%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

56.9% 59.9% 68.2%

56.4% 55.0% 62.3%

Public conveniences

Frequency of use

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 10.6% 13.2%

Very Satisfied 0.4% 2.2%

Satisfied 10.2% 11.0%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
20.0% 20.5%

Dissatisfied 35.4% 36.8%

Very dissatisfied 34.0% 29.5%

Don't know / No opinion 9 179

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

33.3% 20.4% 10.6%

27.7% 20.9% 13.2%

Satisfaction

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Brighter Futures

  Local communities benefit from economic growth and flourish

  Our residents have high skills levels which meet the needs of local employers

  There are high levels of employment in the borough, with high quality, well paid jobs

  Wages in the borough are improving and are closer to the national average

  There are increased job opportunities

  The number of overnight stays in the borough has increased

  There are a wide range of visitor attractions in the borough, which offer something for everyone

  There is an increased range of inclusive events that are attractive to a diverse range of people

We want to be a Borough where there is a brighter future in store for everyone

  Where there is economic growth which benefits everyone and where more businesses and residents benefits from 

regeneration and investment

  Residents are able to develop their skills and maximise earnings potential

A borough where economic growth benefits everyone; where residents are able to develop their skills, and more businesses and residents 

benefit from regeneration and investment.  We will work to create an inclusive economy that benefits all.

  We maximise the growth opportunities of the local economy, through the development and promotion of the borough as a 

premier visitor destination

What 

success 

looks like:

Together 

we will 

build a 

Borough:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

69.46 65.81 Better 69.9 Worse

34.57 74.25 Worse 76.6 Worse

45.88 4.71 Worse 3.4 Worse

24.34 25.99 Better 22.5 Worse

20.14 22.69 Worse 27.4 Worse

Economically active

Jobs density (jobs as a percentage of 

the working age population)

Unemployment to available jobs ratio

People with no qualifications

Highest level of qualification: Level 4/5 

(degree or higher) qualifications
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Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

£2,208,333 

(2019/20)
New PI N/A

£3,275,960 

(2019/20)
New PI N/A

90.9% (2019/20) 70.5% (2018/19) Better

87.3% (2019/20) 84.0% (2018/19) Better

365 (2018) 360 (2017) Better

350 (2018) 350 (2017) Same

3,825 (2018) 3,840 (2017) Worse

91.7% (2017) 92.8% (2016) Worse

20 (2018) 15 (2017) Better

6,978,000 

(2018/19)

6,461,000 

(2017/18)
Better

4,213,000 

(2018/19)

4,392,000 

(2017/18)
Worse

£735,768,000 

(2018/19)

£773,825,000 

(2017/18)
Worse

£527,181,000 

(2018/19)

£553,699,000 

(2017/18)
Worse

Value of private sector investment levied into the Borough

Total value of tourism activity in Scarborough (business 

turnover)

Estimated total spend on trips to Scarborough by overnight 

and day visitors (direct spend)

Estimated spend by all overnight visitors in Scarborough

Estimated tourism day trips to Scarborough

Value of public sector investment levied into the Borough

High growth enterprises

Percent of business units occupied at Falsgrave Community 

Centre

Percent of business units occupied at the Evron Centre

Birth of new enterprises

Death of enterprises

Active enterprises

Survival of newly born enterprises - 1 year survival
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Theme  - Economic growth that benefits everyone

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average 

importance
94.2% 92.1%

Very Important 60.5% 55.1%

Important 33.7% 37.0%

Neither important 

nor not important
5.8% 6.3%

Not that important 0.0% 0.7%

Not important at all 0.0% 0.9%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average score 

(our of 10)
4.8 4.9

1 'no, not at all' 3.2% 6.4%

2 10.0% 7.4%

3 10.6% 10.7%

4 17.8% 12.5%

5 17.9% 25.3%

6 27.3% 15.7%

7 7.5% 12.1%

8 5.7% 7.7%

9 0.0% 1.0%

10 'yes, absolutely' 0.0% 1.2%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not
not important

Not important at all / Not
that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within Economic growth that benefits everyone?

Ward Comment

Northstead
More recreational courses locally, ie, photography, crochet, a book club, art. Some libraries were closed . lots of groups used the 

facilities as I have mentioned.

Northstead
Need more opportunities for younger people, apprenticeships & grad jobs. Not sure how to encourage this other than to encourage 

business and investment in the towns

Northstead Too many empty shops, offer deals to people who want to rent them

Northstead The town population is too old. Need to encourage and engage young people to boost the economy.

Northstead

Have a designated accessibility co-ordinator.  Chris Bourne wouldnt know accessibility if it hit him in the face.  Ensure all Council 

suppliers give their staff the living wage.  Offer small local charities access to a corporate training package for continuing professional 

development. This was offered free of charged by NYCC until four years ago until they started charging £30 per online course. Now 

most charities have had to reduce volunteering roles as they don’t have enough money to train them in data protection, equality, 

Microsoft word, health and safety etc.

Northstead
I don't know enough to comment on how well you are doing. I'm not sure there are many opportunities for young people and in my line 

of work we struggle to find employers who will offer work experience for young people.

Northstead

Encourage local businesses to set up in the area. Encourage people to see that jobs in hospitality aren't just part time or temporary 

jobs - that they can build a real career in the industry and that they are essential skills for the local area. Provide young people with the 

skills required for local jobs. Support businesses to employ local people.  Support businesses to provide apprenticeships.

Northstead

See comments on previous theme- this is immensely important. Authorities need to look at the transport links in to the town and attract 

business. Sell and grow our business parks. Do not be reliant on tourism, high quality jobs are needed. Money will be reinvested in the 

town-everyone benefits.

Northstead

Lower rents/rates for struggling shops and stalls. Allow homeless access to vacant premesis-job creation to do up places and then live 

in them. Provide more jobs to clean up areas eg cinder track near Sainsbury could do with a tidy up. Encourage locals to take more 

pride in their area. More collection of rubbish to prevent eyesores. One person in the Barracks Sanctuary Housing on Burniston road 

had a leather sofa and divan bed In their garden for over a year before someone took it away.  There's always rubbish in the big field 

behind Northstead School?Gallows Close area.

Northstead Better road links into the Borough

Northstead
Incentives for non-tourist and non-seasonal business to invest in Scarborough. Also, improved transport links. A64 needs more 

stretches of dual carriageway.

Northstead

Encourage new businesses to the area who need a skilled workforce thus keeping wages higher and encouraging the workers to stay 

in Scarborough which supports the local economy. Our MP Robert Goodwill was very wrong when he said the Borough needs firms to 

be encouraged here who employ a low paid workforce, that will not make our town grow economically.

Northstead
Need to encourage new types businesses to the town to diversify the economy. Education is extremely poor and is dire need of 

improvement to create a potential workforce. Connectivity is poor the train service is a shambles and the A64 is a joke

Northstead
I don’t know of any local initiatives I could get involved with in... maybe they need to be marketed better if they do exist  (Local leaflet 

drop, website, social media, community notice boards etc)

Northstead Encourage national businesses to relocate to the Borough.
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Northstead
Better job opportunities - would be helped by better connectivity. Do not tailor planning and council decisions around the needs and 

benefit of a select few developers and business owners but for the long term good of the town.

Northstead

A Guardian national report a few days ago highlighted this area of under performing in Scarborough. Some how better employment 

oppurtunities need to be found. Hassle the MP continually on this, or we''ll lose lots of our best young people. He must be persuaded to 

get Govt; finance for the Borough, the potash mine as a starter.

Northstead

I think there is a good educational offer in Scarborough, with a range of vocational and academic options open to school-age students. 

I think there is a strong post-18 offer in Scarborough too for vocational subjects and strong links between these institutions and local 

employers. I would like to see a stronger adult education offer and also initiatives to support local people who wish to set up their own 

businesses, including low-rent work spaces and mentoring.

Northstead
Difficult to say without knowing what the regeneration would involve and how it would create jobs. As a seasonal resort many jobs are  

not year round

Northstead Encouraging more businesses to the area

Northstead

Electrify the town. Small scale electric mini buses. Closing the foreshore 6 Sundas in the Summer to allow people the freedom to take 

over. Make it green. Encourage the use of tidal power, wave power. Start with small projects done by local Schools, Colleges and 

Universities and build on it. Get people talking positive about the town. Build on the publicity from the big armed forces day.

Northstead stop putting small businesses out of business as this as I am sure you know is the opposite of growth.

Northstead Support these doing what they are doing and encourage more

Northstead offer more adult education courses, attract businesses to invest in area

Northstead more diverse businesses and job opportunities for residents and the young

Northstead Lower rents and incentives to re-invigorate town centre shops

Northstead More adult training and social groups where we could help our area and each other

Northstead Have more jobs/open training days- taster sessions eg at the library.

Northstead More 'linked up' thinking between council, business and local organisations.

Northstead I don't know if you are achieving this.

Northstead n/a

Northstead A64 Improvement and trains and buses

Northstead
Growth of supermakets - Lidl, Aldi, Sainsbury, etc benefits everyone but what else has contributed to economic growth?  Hotels 

closing? Pound shops, Plaxtons running down

Northstead Reduction in social inequality through training/education and increasing local employment

Northstead
How can this be achieved in view of widening gap between low income work and actual living wages?  Please make clear how Council 

can tackle this and extend opportunities......
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

Ward - Northstead 13.7% 6.4% 9.2% 2.1% 68.5%

Whole Borough 11.7% 9.3% 10.8% 1.0% 67.2%

Ward - Northstead 12.5% 28.1% 27.0% 1.2% 31.1%

Whole Borough 15.3% 20.6% 28.9% 1.4% 33.7%

Ward - Northstead 9.0% 10.6% 9.1% 0.0% 71.3%

Whole Borough 6.7% 8.3% 16.2% 1.0% 67.8%

What else are you willing to do to help with Economic growth that benefits everyone

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead What has been developed that has contributed to economic growth in the last 20 years that is known or can be developed? 

Vouchers for local businesses all year round g food week, armed forces week, eating out week, animals week, childrens 

week, fishing wee, book week, sports week, church week, crafts week, hotels week, market week, sculpture week, pet week.  

Advertise on radio I bet you could get 52 themes to give away vouchers for.

I am retired.  I feel more businesses should employ apprentices there are not enough of them for young people.

Better trade education -work placements and more modern apprenticeships

I have students from Europe to stay during the summer and always encourage them to take part in our town and area.

the reason this does not apply, I am way over the age for it.

I am a teacher, so the above doesn't really apply to me.

If your hygiene department made wate transfer note checking part of the scores on the doors, fly tipping would reduce, 

increase in commercial waste take up, reduction in land fill and more revenue to fund core services. Currently most business 

fly tip in public bins, in the local park or tell staff to take waste Home. It’s a simple change that would have massive benefits 

for all.

If you work in a local business, 

consider encouraging your 

workplace to have work experience 

and apprenticeship schemes for 

local people?

Share your skills and experiences 

through mentoring or speaking in a 

local school?

If you own or work in a local 

business, talking about the 

borough's strengths for business, 

investment and quality of life within 

your business/personal networks?

Comment
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Northstead

Not really lived or worked here long enough to be confident of exactly what the Council are doing.  Very concerned about the 

lack of aspiration in local schools and poorer areas of the town.  There needs to be more accessible work created for school 

leavers and low income workers to allow a culture of working and improving future prospects to develop.
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Theme - A premier visitor destination

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average importance 91.2% 82.3%

Very Important 60.7% 43.9%

Important 30.5% 38.3%

Neither important nor not 

important
7.3% 12.0%

Not that important 0.6% 2.9%

Not important at all 0.9% 2.8%

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average score (out of 

10)
4.9 5.3

1 'no, not at all' 6.7% 7.3%

2 9.0% 5.6%

3 8.2% 7.6%

4 12.2% 11.1%

5 25.3% 23.0%

6 17.9% 14.0%

7 13.5% 14.9%

8 5.1% 9.6%

9 2.0% 3.7%

10 'yes, absolutley' 0.0% 3.1%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important
not not important

Not important at all /
Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within a premier visitor destination?

Ward Comment

Northstead
Scarborough has to be more upmarket to become premier.  New cinema , new indoor Theatre more activities for families as a whole. 

There is only the amusements , Alparmarle is expensive for families. More places to sit on the seafront besides sitting outside a cafe.

Northstead better tourist info available around beach and town centres (maps, info boards)

Northstead Not enough to do for teenagers on a rainy day when a day at the beach is not an option

Northstead Hotels are suffering and the whole place needs a polish

Northstead
Cleaner streets Simpler parking options  Stop the obsession with fining everyone because the Council fails to promote public transport 

and park n ride.

Northstead
encourage better standard of b&b, small hotels.  some are nationally acclaimed, others are poor - consider grants or workshops.  

advertise the borough as a place where there is a warm Yorkshire welcome

Northstead More all-weather attractions

Northstead Previous comment- clean us up, make us proud, more info on events etc

Northstead Treat Whitby and Filey same as Scarborough

Northstead Clean streets, free of dog fouling. Signposting in languages other than English.

Northstead

Keep Whitby's park and ride open longer in the year to encourage visitors. Re-establish attractions at Scarborough's North Bay area. 

Reduce business rates for small independent businesses, to enable them to keep prices competitive for customers (and stay 

longer/spend more!) Improved police presence Friday and Saturday evenings in Whitby town centre - big rowdy groups are putting 

people off coming out in the evenings.

Northstead

Less emphasis should be placed on tourism and more on residents and core services and attracting business into the town to create 

good high quality jobs for residents. Tourism is killing the local economy and aspirations for our youth, with many of the jobs in this 

sector being low paid. No wonder so many move away. The only people who truly benefit are traders and business owners. Should 

public money be spent on tourism events so that business owners can line their pockets while staff are so low paid? Besides, we are 

not equipped for it, look at the problems it causes - congestion on our poor road infrastructure, litter left strewn on the beaches... If 

money is to be put into this we need to attract a better class of visitor that is more environmentally aware. Can Scarborough change its 

image without significant investment?

Northstead

A stunning all-weather water attraction. A museum Free paddling facility for children like on Filey prom, A really good free adventure 

play ground for children- when my children were little we'd quite often be on holiday somewhere else in the country where they had 

lovely  free play parks for children. High car park charges put people off. If people are coming to S'Boro along A64 in Summer they'll 

never come again because they've been sitting in a traffic queue since Leeds!!! Get rid of some traffic lights that cause delay on entry 

to S'Boro and re-install roundabouts.

Northstead All weather facilities and attractions

Northstead As I said previously, we need to advertise our cultural heritage and not portray the town as a pub crawl , bawdy destination.
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Northstead

Very disappointing that the futurist site hasn't progressed.  A developer with ready money wanting to build what everyone knows is 

needed i.e a quality indoor family visitor attraction - and basically yet again the vested interests of the town have succeeded in 

maintaining the status quo and keeping things essentially as they have always been. How often do we hear visitors say - Scarborough 

is just the same as it was when they were children - This is not a good thing.     Another case in point is Alpamare - this is so poorly 

designed and doesn't serve its potential customer base is - why does it only have four family changing cubicals, no spectator area, why 

do you have to pay to park there.  The pricing structure means its   unaffordable to most locals  whom it should depend on out of 

season.  Its also very very dull and unimaginative although the Spa is a step in the right direction.    The multiplex is a red herring - no 

operator has ever expressed a desire to operate a multiplex in the borough and benchmark should be allowed to build apartments on 

the Atlantis site which is what they really want to do in return for section 106 money to refurbish and support the towns two existing 

cinema, the Hollywood Plaza and the former Oedon.

Northstead
more heritage events (like seafest) Activities for all demographics.... not just arcades and seaside tat! Try appeal to a more affluent 

visitor (like malt on does)... eg beer/gin/food festivals?

Northstead
Improve local tourist board facilities with proper manned information centres. Encourage private hotels and discourage the hotel 

chains.

Northstead
Our area including Filey and Whitby have a natural scenery which should be protected remain unspoilt and any development should 

only enhance not detract from our historic heritage coastline

Northstead

Promote the town. Advertise events and festivals. For example; insist acts are booked earlier for the Open Air Theatre so that show 

tickets are available for Christmas presents.  Support local businesses.  Open a dedicated Tourist Information Centre, staffed by 

people who are interested and available.

Northstead
Do something with the old Sun Court near the south side cliff lift. This could be a prime cafe, restaurant and bar facility that would 

complement the Spa and bring more people to the area all day. At the moment it's an eyesore.

Northstead
With the Spa remaining as the last indoor theatre facility, perhaps consideration should be made for the Open Air Theatre to be roofed 

and converted to an all-year-round venue.

Northstead

Eastborough needs a facelift, as many tourists use this enroute to South Bay. Do more to encourage usage of P&R and 2 trains an 

hour from York No more new towncente car parks.Poor air  quality in towns causes far more early deaths than Covid19 probably will 

and this is every year. The cinder track, certainly from Scarborough to Ravenscar is in parts more like off-roading. No.1 route is a 

disgrace and more should be done to encourage cycling.Not doing enough as a green council on transport issues.

Northstead

I think there have been some huge improvements in recent years with the opening of the Open Air Theatre and the Alpamare - I think 

it is essential that the long-promised restaurant/cinema/apartment attraction where WaterSplash used to be is completed as soon as 

possible.

Northstead

As previously stated  build on the heritage of Scarborough as an alternative option to the beach. We do have spectacular beaches but 

could also offer additional options. Indoor facilities for families with small children would not go amiss either.  At the heart of it all is  

deciding what we want Scarborough's identity to be going forward i.e do you want it to be a 'kiss me quick and hen/stag party' resort 

that will attract only a certain type of person or have a combination of beach and culture to attract a much wider clientele Please don't 

throw away this opportunity for change

Northstead Better transport links

Northstead I don't do Premier so cant help you
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Northstead
instead of giving planning permission to build all these premier inns, think of the consequences to our town and local business that for 

generations has been the sole of the community ............................

Northstead Marketing

Northstead the sands development - nothing achieved in the last ten years, what an eyesore inept amateurs v private developers

Northstead making it nicer , smarter, more like whitby , York

Northstead tourist attraction highlighting scarborough heritage

Northstead more diverse acts at the open air theatre, open year round?

Northstead The council to support it, any attraction we had or have you destroy!!

Northstead scruffy building, empty shops nasty gulls

Northstead Old run down houses bits dropping off. Compulsery purchase of empty dwellings.

Northstead More family friendly prices on certain events

Northstead
Smaller hotels and guest houses feel totally abandoned by two Premiers in our town the Council just seem to want all the smaller hotel 

SHUT

Northstead
Help families more with free entertainment keeping them in the town centre, attractions and cafes. Holidays are very expensive for 

families. More all weather attractions. Give out vouchers for various things advertise them in other towns/cities.

Northstead Clean up eyesores, make the main street more vibrant at night. Better transport connections at convenient times.

Northstead Make more things for people to do inside

Northstead Park and ride always shut why? Seamer Road

Northstead Cull the seagulls!! Even Peasholm Park is being overtaken by seagulls

Northstead Bike race to encourage bike and holiday stays

Northstead Organise and advertise special events highlighting local attractions

Northstead
Are the Open Air Theatre, Alpamere, Stephen Joseph Theatre, Art Gallery, Rotunda The Tour de Yorkshire, cricket festival collectives 

under them 6??

Northstead
Reduce the number of hostels situated close to small family run hotels; limit infiltration of large 'chain' hotels which disadvantage 

individual premises.

Northstead More work to be done, on eyesores in the town

Northstead
The Borough/s hotel/accommodation offer is not good enough to achieve a "premier" status.  Higher quality hotels and higher profile 

marketing would overtime help achieve this and reflect the fantastic attributes/facilities if the Borough.

Northstead Development on North Bay (cinema site/Mr Marvels/old indoor pool) and Futurist site is vital!
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

62.3% 18.7% 13.3% 2.3% 3.3%

53.8% 19.3% 16.5% 5.3% 5.1%

9.1% 48.3% 30.6% 6.4% 5.6%

8.9% 29.6% 44.6% 9.5% 7.4%

62.6% 30.5% 4.6% 1.0% 1.3%

52.1% 28.6% 10.7% 3.6% 5.0%

What else are you willing to do to help with theme premier visitor destination

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead Should be open "all year" as visitors don't just visit in Summer

Get on with CINEMA, what is holding it up? Cheaper local access to sea life centre/Alpamare. Very expansive! We could 

have a great 'Sculpture trail' starting in Peasholm Park along the Sea Front ending at South Cliff (maybe another Sculpture 

under the castle headland somewhere) Again with a 'treasure hunt' quiz for children and small prizes.  Punch and Judy in 

Peasholm park and Town Centre, Parents appreciate help with entertaining children on holidays. Choirs singing in the town 

centre/ Tom Townsend in the park?

Did in the past Where are they you shut them down Spent 30+ years attending meeting did not get far

cant speak positively when its no

Make slum landlords clean up their act. Lots of drug and alcohol users in sub standard flats.

More coverage of scarborough's assets eg the drama series Scarborough boosted Scarborough's image.we need more

I already promote Scarborough and have encouraged two buyers to purchase second homes this week

What tourist information centres?!

I think the way the town presents itself makes an impression on visitors. Car parks should be clean and tidy. The beautiful 

Victorian houses should be pretty and not be obviously shabby. The streets should be clean and visitors should fel safe.

What tourist information centres?  Even the locals don't know where they are any more - let alone tourists.

Get rid of all tourist information centers and use the money to improve online content and digital screen and notice boards.

Attend events in your local 

town centres?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Comment

Speak about the Borough 

positively to encourage 

others to visit?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Volunteer to help in tourist 

information centres?

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough
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Northstead

Northstead

Improved signage for roads and walkers.  Very limited direction to several places eg Rotunda/Art Gallery/Italian Garden.  

Stop putting HMOs in the middle of major B&B areas!  North Marine Road is a disgrace and looks appalling to visitors but 

has many businesses on or near it and is a major route into town.

The Futurist is a heritage site - now consideration is needed for a cultural activity to develop intellectual development.
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  Transport and internet connections allow people and businesses to connect with each other easily

  The power of digital is harnessed to improve people's opportunities and improve connectivity in the borough

  Transport, digital and social infrastructure are effective and support economic growth

  There is safe movement of traffic and parking controlled appropriately, creating a safer environment for all

  We offer efficient and effective service delivery, well communicated to residents

A well connected place

  We use the opportunities digital presents to integrate our communities with useful, useable and well-used digital public 

services.

We want to be a place where there are first class transport and internet connections so that people and businesses can connect with 

each other easily.  We will harness the power of digital to improve people's opportunities and improve connectivity in the borough.

What 

success 

looks like:

Together we 

will build a 

Borough 

where:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

38.30 28.77 Worse 25.8 Worse

0.58 1.64 Worse 1.9 Worse

29.88 27.33 Better 45.1 Worse

0.52 2.73 Worse 2.2 Worse

18.57 13.35 Better 6.9 Better

1.61 1.40 Better 1.9 Worse

2.67 2.67 Better 4.9 Worse

Households with no car

Households with 4+ cars

Broadband speed

Low broadband speed

Travel to work on foot

Travel to work by bus

Travel to work by bicycle
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Theme - A well connected place

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average 

importance
96.6% 91.8%

Very Important 57.0% 56.9%

Important 39.6% 35.0%

Neither important 

nor not important
3.4% 6.0%

Not that important 0.0% 1.1%

Not important at all 0.0% 1.2%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average score 

(out of 10)
4.8 4.8

1 'no, not at all' 6.6% 10.4%

2 5.0% 8.6%

3 9.2% 9.2%

4 27.8% 13.2%

5 17.6% 23.7%

6 11.5% 12.7%

7 15.1% 9.6%

8 6.1% 9.0%

9 1.2% 2.2%

10 'yes, absolutely' 0.0% 1.5%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not not
important

Not important at all / Not
that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within a well connected place?

Ward Comment

Northstead A64 road connection to our town is massively important.

Northstead A64 needs to be all dual carriageway

Northstead

completely reinvent the ridiculous park and ride set up.  get some serious investment and shuttle people from seamer rail station.  

expand the parking at the north whitby site. it's far too small county need to seriously consider the traffic flows, as it should not take 

that long to get OUT of a tourist destination

Northstead There are residents that 'dont do digital' and shouldnt be forgotten.

Northstead

The train issues are probably not in your control but have a massive impact on those who would like to commute. Having lived in York, 

I've been surprised by how unconnected people are with internet/social media etc....I'm not sure this is a bad thing! People connect by 

talking face to face here. Maybe make more opportunities for public get togethers.

Northstead Improve public transport and links.

Northstead See comment on previous themes.

Northstead improve A64 and entry into S'Boro

Northstead Plan for the future and make the Borough very accessible and operational

Northstead As I said in the previous entry, more dual carriageway on the A64

Northstead Scarborough needs investment to keep it up to speed with the latest technology.

Northstead More bus services, more regularly... even if it has to be subsidised... keep people travelling around the borough easily

Northstead roll out full fibre broadband to all.

Northstead Poor road connection to coast - A64 dual carriageway required

Northstead Better train and road links are essential in bringing the wages and business profile of the town up.

Northstead
We as a nation love buses, we just don't use them. Look to see whether more speed restrictions can encourage people to cycle. The 

P&R should not have been closed for xmas or half-terms. Rail service to York has been poor, hopefully improving.

Northstead
I think we are well connected digitally. While acknowledging the investments in transport locally, I believe that we need a service every 

half hour to York and Leeds, and ideally a quicker connection to Hull.

Northstead Better train services are essential

Northstead

Electric shuttle buses. Specify all tourist buses must be electric. Proper cycle routes not just line painted on roads which have mostly 

worn away. Park and ride buses should be electric which should be cheaper. Now we have left the EU can we have a Scarborough to 

Whitby route by pleasure steamer.

Northstead Improve bus services to the rural areas

Northstead pressure to bear.....the a64! I will be dead before that improves. no late night rail connections

Northstead roads in town are in bad condition , roads in and out of the town are poor , public transport links and local poor

Northstead don't do road works during peak season

Northstead More bus passes for people who have disability's and autism

Northstead Cheaper more reliable broadband - mass purchase on behalf of N Yorks

Northstead More training (free) as now it is an age where you have to do most things on-line (not everyone has the means or know how)

Northstead Its getting better

Northstead Trains need sorting out, have been poor in the past.
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Northstead Encourage BT to improve mobile signal in certain areas of the town.

Northstead I don't know if you are achieving this.

Northstead Improve local roads, better more reliable train services.  More bus services to surrounding area.

Northstead A64 bus service and train links

Northstead The A64 is a disgrace.  I used the train to York once, cancelled and delays.  Not a good experience.

Northstead Opportunity for all ages to become digitised Adult courses run by F E Colleges were out priced and closed

Northstead Develop stronger bus connections between coast and moors, not just main routes

Northstead
Digital connectively/capacity needs improving.  However those without access/skills should not be forgotten - non digital access is 

important to some. Lobby for regional/central Gov to improve transport links

Northstead More reliable trains but I appreciate that is not just Council's remit!

Northstead

The Council could try to influence the services involved in the transport chaos of Summer 2019.  In this, the Council must lead by 

example in regulating the number of roadworks seen at peak tourism times.  Sadly, there a many rather dismaying jokes about the 

proliferation of second hand traffic lights allegedly placed to inhibit traffic flow around the town.... surely not?
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

Ward - Northstead 80.6% 4.2% 4.0% 0.6% 10.6%

Whole Borough 69.3% 14.1% 5.7% 1.9% 9.0%

Ward - Northstead 25.3% 30.9% 27.7% 1.9% 14.1%

Whole Borough 24.0% 25.1% 28.1% 4.0% 18.9%

Ward - Northstead 57.9% 24.2% 10.7% 2.5% 4.7%

Whole Borough 60.3% 19.6% 7.7% 4.8% 7.5%

What else are you willing to do to help with a well connected place

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead Not every one is computer literate or has the money to buy and pay for internet access.

Would use buses if more frequent

Confused entirely by theme title

Many of our older residents do not have a computer let alone able to use one and they are continually told to go on line.  

Not very friendly is it!

More computer courses for the old/uneducated - basic skills

council service inline poorly resourced. still waiting on new bin query after 3 weeks, no reply - online services are 

supposed to replace phone contact, not force you to resort to them in desperation. buses - how on earth does a visitor 

work out which bus goes where and when? I can not fathom it! electronic bus stop information is now the norm across 

Europe.

Improve the councils website. It is a very frustrating resource. My queries are usually returned not found/no 

information/this website does not support

Would be more than happy to promote and incentivize sustainable travel in the town.

Most Council services are not avaivable online or you can’t do it annomiousley.   The current council website is not user 

friends and clunky

Cycle, walk or use public transport 

more, especially for shorter 

journeys?

Share your digital skills with family, 

friends, neighbours and others 

within your community to show 

them the benefits?

Access council services online, 

e.g, to report problems, issues, 

find information etc.?

Comment

We use all online services but more information needs to be out there to the public on how to use ''online services''
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Used frequently (within 

last  months)
49.4% 63.3%

Almost every day 3.3% 6.5%

At least once a week 15.7% 22.1%

About once a month 19.9% 20.5%

Within the last 6 months 10.5% 14.2%

Within the last year 5.1% 7.5%

Longer ago 14.2% 8.0%

Never used 31.3% 21.2%

Trend of frequency of use (used within 6 months)

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

53.8% 53.4% 49.4%

54.7% 59.5% 63.3%

Council's car parks

Frequency of use

Used frequently (within 

last 6 months)

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Never used

Longer ago

Within the last year

Within the last 6
months

About once a month

At least once a week

Almost every day

0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 32.5% 28.2%

Very Satisfied 0.0% 3.3%

Satisfied 32.5% 24.9%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
28.2% 32.9%

Dissatisfied 23.4% 23.6%

Very dissatisfied 15.9% 15.2%

Don't know / No opinion 10 152

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

27.3% 20.7% 32.5%

26.1% 22.4% 28.2%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied
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Better Homes

Create a borough where no one needs to sleep on the street

  New homes are built for all needs, including genuinely affordable homes

  Creation of sustainable communities, where people chose to live

  Everyone has the opportunity to access the kind of home they need to meet their needs

  Standards are improved in the private rented sector

  Energy efficiency of homes on the borough has improved

  The standards of accessibility for housing for disabled people will have improved

  Homelessness is prevented

  There are reduced levels of rough sleeping

A good quality home for all

  Ensure everyone in the Borough has a decent home to live in, and has access to good quality, affordable housing

We are working to ensure that everyone in the borough has a decent home to live in.  We want to avoid homelessness, with no one forced 

to sleep on the streets.  Everyone should have access to good quality, affordable housing which suits their needs.

Together 

we will

What 

success 

looks like:
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Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparison to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

£141,508.57 £177,529.68 Worse £302,764.40 Worse

12.29 12.84 Better 4.3 Worse

-£19,174.19 -£33,274.00 Better -£39,328.00 Better

12.94 12.06 Worse 21.40 Better

12.47 13.00 Better 13.60 Better

61.25 61.82 Worse 65.00 Worse

13.58 14.78 Better 13.30 Worse

Average house price

Vacant Dwellings

Housing affordability: Gap between 

entry level house price and 4.5 times 

average annual salary

Households in fuel poverty

Households not connected to the gas 

network

Current average energy efficiency of 

domestic buildings

Energy efficiency gap for domestic 

buildings
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Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

48 (2019/20) 81 (2018/19) Worse

497 (2019/20) 469 (2018/19) Better

37.00% (2019) 31.7% (2018) Better

54 (2019/20) New PI N/A

23 (2019/20) New PI N/A

10 (2019/20) 8 (2018/19) Worse

0.3 (2017/18) 0.4 (2016/17) Better

Percent of all dwellings logged as energy performance 

certificate C or higher

Total number of households living in all types of temporary 

accommodation

Total number of households living in B&B temporary 

accommodation

Number of rough sleepers

Statutory homelessness rate - eligible homeless people not in 

priority need

Net additional homes provided

Number of affordable homes delivered (gross)
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Theme - A good quality home for all

Importance

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average 

importance
90.6% 90.7%

Very Important 55.8% 54.8%

Important 34.8% 35.8%

Neither important 

nor not important
6.6% 6.5%

Not that important 2.8% 1.7%

Not important at all 0.0% 1.1%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Average score 

(out of 10)
4.9 4.9

1 'no, not at all' 6.3% 8.8%

2 2.1% 5.7%

3 13.0% 10.2%

4 18.9% 13.0%

5 28.8% 25.6%

6 15.3% 12.6%

7 8.2% 12.1%

8 2.1% 7.9%

9 2.1% 2.3%

10 'yes, absolutely' 3.1% 1.7%

Your Borough, Your Say

Achieving this?  rate on a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘no, not at all’ and 10 is ‘yes, absolutely’

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very important /
Important

Neither important not
not important

Not important at all /
Not that important

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1
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What more do you feel could be done within a good quality home for all?

Ward Comment

Northstead Build more affordable houses . Ensure landlords provide good quality accomodation

Northstead Homeless shelters to reduce rough sleeping, more truly affordable homes

Northstead I work in housing, SBC is doing everything to try and eradicate homelessness. More supported accommodation is required.

Northstead
Your number of Home enforcement cases have dropped off a cliff the last few years. Let’s value the service through outcomes.   The 

Council buildings are so run down themselves - pot calling kettle black.

Northstead Prioritise local residents needs before people turning up for accommodation. Help people to help themselves.

Northstead Lots of homes being built but sold for 2nd homes and holiday rentals

Northstead
Housing is far more affordable here than other towns and cities but I still see people on the streets. I don't know how homeless people 

are supported in Scarborough but nobody should have to sleep on the streets when there are empty properties.

Northstead

Improve access to affordable housing specifically for local people. Continue with the Selective Licensing schemes for Scarborough. 

Highlight the work that the Borough Council can do to help with homelessness - Housing Options Team and Housing conditions - 

Environmental Health/Selective Licencing/Residential Regulation teams.

Northstead Homes needs to be affordable for wages in the town- see comments on previous theme.

Northstead

Use empty buildings for homeless. Get them to help do it up. The reward being a place to call home and restoring their dignity. 

Continue to support them with creating roles for them in society. Apart from the Salvation Army where do these people go on a cold 

winter's evening?

Northstead Property owners and Landlords to be forced to maintain their properties, compulsory purchase of empty properties

Northstead
Make sure that no one is homeless or has to sleep on the street. Make safe sleeping areas available and support staff to advise and 

assist those in need.

Northstead

Need to take steps to protect locals being priced out of the market by second home owners, private buy to lets and airbnbs.  The 

council should comp purchase long term vacant properties and along with people from the construction skills village renovate them as 

new social housing.  Need to regulate HMO's better.

Northstead Unfit housing should be inspected more often and the owners charged for bringing them up to standard.

Northstead
Ensure landlords provide safe, clean facilities. Ensure rented properties are inspected and defects retified in a timely manner. 

Introduce Building Control.

Northstead
a familiar plea but more homes for rent at affordable prices and local authority owned, see Norwich. Empty properties must be 

encouraged to be occupied, before new developments approved. scarborough is becoming full up.

Northstead
I am not very well informed on this scheme. I know we have some shared ownership initiatives in Scarborough, and I think this is a 

good approach.

Northstead Look into using accommodation over empty shops Monitor HMOs to ensure standards are kept/maintained

Northstead More homes to rent at fair rents

Northstead More selective areas for flats. Speeding up prosecutions of bad landlords. Acting on derelict housing.

Northstead Use more brownfield areas to build affordable homes

Northstead don't know what you are doing already, anything?

Northstead Ensure landlords stick to all regulations

Northstead homeless shelter, help with mental health issues
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Northstead lower council tax-we pay more than most areas of london!-for what?!

Northstead Cheaper housing

Northstead private rent north marine road, lack of repairs externally and internally from albert pub to cricket ground

Northstead Bad landlords - private landlords letting homes with no running water etc.

Northstead
Make private landlords more responsible for making sure tenant feel safe (police have attended my property more than 16 times in just 

over a year)

Northstead I expect you do your best with the funds you have

Northstead Are there enough night time shelters? more hostels?

Northstead Fund accommodation for those who appear to be sleeping on the streets.

Northstead Too many new houses going up and destroying green spaces

Northstead You need to help more people - the town is a disgrace

Northstead
Can't comment don't know what you are doing. Instead of housing drug addicts in the old town, which has been ruined by housing drug 

addicts etc, place them out of town.  The Council has let the lovely old town be ruined.

Northstead Use empty properties already in abundance in town and extend landlord control scheme Better access to aid

Northstead Encourage run down properties to be renovated and brought back into use.

Northstead Provision of hostels for the homeless Social housing provision does not help those who are jobless

Northstead Also help people who work pay their Council Tax and have their own homes - help is not fairly distributed.

Northstead
Council could take a more active role in identifying and acquiring property for social/affordable rent - much of it already exists but is 

under used.  Save new/replacement building is also essential

Northstead
Too many unoccupied and/or run down buildings.  Too many HMOs and temporary solutions.  Less focus on students, more on 

homeless/unemployed

Northstead
We are increasingly worried about the number of "quick build" projects in town.  Hew building is needed to provide people with decent 

affordable homes, but these must be of good quality and appropriate size.

Northstead Enforce landlords/home owners to develop derelict properties and tidy up eyesore areas.
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Could do to help

Yes, I'm in

Maybe - 

something I 

would consider 

A good idea, but 

it’s not for me 

Not a great idea - 

prioritise 

something else 

Doesn’t apply to 

me 

Ward - Northstead 33.9% 21.9% 4.0% 23.6% 16.6%

Whole Borough 38.0% 21.1% 7.4% 24.5% 9.0%

Ward - Northstead 54.3% 19.1% 10.9% 6.0% 9.7%

Whole Borough 42.9% 24.4% 9.9% 5.1% 17.8%

Ward - Northstead 69.2% 25.6% 1.9% 1.1% 2.2%

Whole Borough 61.3% 23.7% 4.6% 1.9% 8.4%

What else are you willing to do to help with a good quality home for all?

Ward

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead sea front hotel on north bay boarded up, eyesore

Already take care in choosing my energy provider, using green energy and saving costs.  However, I do think the Council 

scheme is excellent (White Rose)

Encourage exhibitions of the best in the Borough housing schemes. Insist All new house building in the Borough is green, 

ie must have solar panels air or ground source heating and better ways of dealing with rainfall by ground soakaways 

rather than channelling it into the stream and rivers as fast as possible

There are many empty flats etc above the shops in the town centre. these should be used before new builds. Infill sites 

should not be developed.

Don't  build homes for people outside Whitby who are unemployed.  A sad  question on many lips when their owner's eyes 

see hundreds of houses going up is, "Where would you rather be unemployed, Whitby or Middlesborough?"

Putting empty properties to use is a great idea

If the council was energy efficacy with its own buildings it would be a start.   If the council has a tempery project to work 

with tenants and land lords to increase Home insulation, the funding it out there, it just needs Co ordinating

To ensure future generations can 

live in the borough, would you be 

happy for new homes to be built 

in your area?

Tell us about an empty property 

in your area so we can help to 

bring back into use?

Look into home improvements to 

reduce your energy bills and 

other running costs?

Comment
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Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead

Northstead
Sort out empty property on Queens Parade it has been a disgrace for too long and must actively impact on the hotels in its 

proximity.

Make social security support dependant on recipients making themselves available to work.  Therefore provision of work in 

the Borough reduction of jobless and homeless an essential criteria

Use empty properties rather than build new ones.

Are you going to pay for my home improvements so my energy bills are lower?

No! because Council would probably house undesirables.

Have not seen any in ??? area

Unused properties chased up.

The above should be a must, people are homeless and yet there are two ghost tenants in my house - so wrong.

north marine road

Mass purchase power for all energy etc.

There are plenty of empty properties/unused above shops that could be developed.
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Better Council

Quality of Life Measures

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Comparion to 

Borough
England

Comparison to 

England

9.03 12.39 Worse 15.5 Worse

0.75 0.83 Better 0.8 Better

0.47 0.23 Worse 0.30 Worse

13.49 10.86 Worse 8.50 Worse

16.00 15.08 Worse 10.90 Worse
Working age benefit claimants (aged 

16-24)

An efficient, effective and financially sustainable council

Dwelling stock by Council Tax Band - D

Income support claimants

Jobseekers allowance claimants, 

claiming for over 12 months

Claiming out of work benefits
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Performance Measures - Whole Borough

Current figure Previous figure Comparison

3.47 (2019/20) 5.51 (2018/19) Better

6.33 (2019/20) 7.28 (2018/19) Better

97.4% (2019/20) 97.4% (2018/19) Same

98.3% (2019/20) 97.7% (2018/19) Better

9.46 (2019/20) 10.96 (2018/1) Better

95.7% (2019/20) 98.6% (2018/19) Worse

94.7% (2019/20) 94.2% (2018/19) Better

66.0% (2019/20) 57.1% (2018/19) Better

Time taken to process HB new claims and change events

Time taken to process LSCT new claims and change events

Percent of council tax collected

Percent of non-domestic rates collected

Wokring days lost due to sickness absence

Percent of FOI requests responded to within 20 working days

Percent of complaints responded to within 20 working days

Percent of minutes and executive decisions produced within 

48 hours of meetings
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Your Borough, Your Say

Ward - 

Northstead

Whole 

Borough

Average satisfaction 25.6% 25.4%

Very Satisfied 0.4% 3.2%

Satisfied 25.2% 22.2%

Neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied
39.5% 40.5%

Dissatisfied 10.1% 19.0%

Very dissatisfied 24.9% 15.1%

Don't know / No opinion 4 132

Trend average satisfaction

2011/12 2013/14 2019/20

26.2% 20.4% 25.6%

24.4% 25.4% 25.4%

Average satisfaction

Ward - Northstead

Whole Borough

Local taxation services (e.g. council tax and business rates)

Satisfaction

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very satisfied /
Satisfied

Neither satisfied nor
dissatisfied

Very dissatisfied /
Dissatisfied

0%

5%
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25%

30%
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Ward - Northstead Whole Borough
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Your Borough, Your Say

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Frequent volunteering 38.7% 41.9%

At least once a week 23.3% 25.1%

Less than once a week but at least 

once a month
15.5% 16.8%

Less often 18.7% 14.2%

Not at all 42.6% 43.9%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Frequent volunteering 36.4% 38.4%

At least once a week 19.6% 19.6%

Less than once a week but at least 

once a month
16.8% 18.8%

Less often 22.6% 24.4%

Not at all 41.0% 37.2%

About Volunteering

Formal volunteering:

Informal Volunteering:
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Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

A chance to gain a recognised 

qualification
7.4% 7.0%

Recognition such as certificates of 

achievement and/or long service
6.5% 4.0%

An annual recognition event 1.1% 2.8%

Learning new skills 21.9% 20.2%

Knowing I will receive good support 22.6% 18.0%

I would volunteer but do not want the 

responsibility of being on a committee
24.0% 13.7%

The chance to attend social events 9.1% 9.8%

Provision of a uniform and/or 

equipment, depending on the role
3.4% 1.9%

Support from my employer, eg, extra 

time off for volunteering (charity 

days), flexible working hours to suit 

volunteering commitments, etc

9.0% 0.0%

Being easily able to find volunteer 

activities
29.1% 19.3%

Other 5.7% 8.3%

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Yes - I currently volunteer 15.8% 15.9%

I have volunteered previously but 

don't currently volunteer
16.0% 16.3%

I have considered but don't currently 

volunteer
29.7% 24.1%

No - I never considered it 23.0% 29.6%

No - I haven't seen any opportunities 15.4% 14.2%

What would encourage you to volunteer?

Do you currently or have you ever considered volunteering to help with an initiative directly or 

indirectly supported by the council, such as an In Bloom Group, Friends (of a park) Group, 

Residents Association, Tour de Yorkshire, Armed Forces Day, etc?
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Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Yes, now 14.6% 10.7%

Not now but possibly in the future 36.1% 32.7%

I'd prefer to volunteer for a specific 

project/group/event only
26.0% 24.6%

No 23.3% 32.1%

Would you consider being part of a pool of volunteers to help with initiatives directly or 

indirectly supported by the council?
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Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Feeling informed 50.2% 51.6%

Very well informed 0.0% 4.4%

Fairly well informed 50.2% 47.2%

Not very well informed 36.0% 34.3%

Not well informed at all 13.8% 14.1%

Don't know / No opinion 4 54

Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Local media (newspapers, 

television, radio)
36.2% 45.2%

Printed information provided by 

the council
19.1% 19.3%

Council website 38.9% 38.6%

Council social media i.e 

Facebook/Twitter
9.8% 8.4%

From local councillor 4.3% 6.8%

Direct face to face contact with 

the council
11.4% 6.8%

Direct telephone contact with 

the council
13.0% 13.4%

Word of mouth (e.g. friends or 

family)
25.4% 25.1%

Community social media (e.g. 

Facebook, Twitter)
11.6% 12.9%

Information and Communication

Overall, how well informed do you think Scarborough Borough Council keeps residents about the services and benefits it 

provides?

How do you find out about and/or communicate with Scarborough Borough Council?

Ward - Northstead Whole Borough

Very well
informed

Fairly well
informed

Not very well
informed

Not well
informed at all
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Ward - 

Northstead
Whole Borough

Telephone 23.6% 27.2%

Face to face 18.2% 17.5%

Through a local councillor 13.9% 11.2%

Email 58.4% 54.8%

Notifications via your council 

self-service account
1.7% 5.4%

Social Media (e.g. Facebook, 

Twitter)
12.7% 10.8%

Chat box 6.2% 2.2%

Smart device (e.g. google 

home, Alexa etc.)
0.6% 2.6%

How would you prefer to communicate with Scarborough Borough Council?
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Indices of Multiple Deprivation
LSOA Rank 1 - 32,844

Ward: Northstead LA Rank 1 - 317

0 - 10%

90% - 100%

Overall Indices of Multiple Deprivation

Whole 

Borough
006C 006D 006E 007A 007B

75 6,252 585 24,115 17,301 5,682

20% - 30% 10% - 20% 0% - 10% 70% - 80% 50% - 60% 10% - 20%

70 6,697 751 26,927 16,513 5,732

20% - 30% 10% - 20% 0% - 10% 80% - 90% 40% - 50% 10% - 20%

Whole 

Borough
006C 006D 006E 007A 007B

75 6,252 585 24,115 17,301 5,682

81 8,527 2,121 21,328 20,218 5,980

50 6,963 641 22,467 11,918 3,574

59 5,306 1,128 14,531 7,709 4,463

64 6,811 1,009 23,252 20,564 4,735

159 25,660 15,717 12,756 27,402 18,534

214 7,455 4,163 30,680 10,757 12,586

77 1,917 379 25,602 25,196 18,980

112 10,702 3,774 22,421 29,087 10,606

103 10,571 5,043 23,386 20,903 6,663

11,309 5,601 23,749 18,590 6,725

4,121 120 21,157 21,269 3,390

22,406 26,052 6,585 14,863 13,948

15,527 6,423 20,196 26,883 15,028

1,044 137 19,256 20,443 12,309

24,565 27,579 30,816 26,010 30,593

Most Deprived Least Deprived

0% - 10% 10% - 20% 20% - 30% 30% - 40% 40% - 50% 50% - 60% 60% - 70% 70% - 80% 80% - 90% 90% - 100%

2019
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Living Environment - Outdoors

Living Environment - Indoors

Barriers to Housing Services - Wider

Barriers to Housing Services - Geographical

Education, Skills & Training - Children

Rank

Centile

Rank

Indices of Multiple Deprivation rank by Domain

Centile

Centile

Health & Disability

Employment

Income

Indices of Multiple Deprivation

IDAOPI: Income Deprivation Affecting Older Persons

IDACI: Income Deprivation Affecting Children

Living Environment

Crime & Disorder

Barriers to Housing Services

Education, Skills & Training

Education, Skills & Training - Adults

IM
D

 S
u
b
 

D
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s

Centile

Key

In top 10% of least deprived

In bottom 10% of most deprived

1 = Most deprived, 317 = Least deprived

1 = Most deprived, 32,844 = Least deprived
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